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I ABSTRACT

This document records the results of a company funded research i L-'PE#Th

Sto develop preliminary designs of superhard launch facility

closures near the limit of survivability and to develop closure

operating mechanisms and methods of handling debris.

Part I of the document presents a review of known closure and

debris handling methods and several concepts for further develop-

ment.

Part II of the document presents a fur+her definition of weapons
J

4; - effects applicable in the range of Interest and presents prelimi-

nary designs of closure systems which will survive the postulated

environment.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpm

The purpose of this document i6 to record the results of a Company-fundedII
Technical Competency Research Study on survivable, superhard launch facilities. It is

intended that the document serve as an aid in sin.jlifying the future design of critical

launch facility elements for superhard environments. Thekdocumen: was prepared under

7 1%7 TRP 363 (Technical Research Program) "Superhard (Cold Launch) Missile Launch

Facilities".

1.2 Objectives and Scope of Study

The primary objective of the research study was to develop preliminary

., designs of silo closures, operating mechanisms, and methods of penetrating or removing

debris. These designs were to be applicable to a 33 1/3X psi overpressure nuclear

"i / environment. As a secondary measure it was intended to develop in-house design coo-

ability to meet future weapon system demands, improve capability to respond to cuioverLU

requests for superhard weapon systems in a competent and timely manner, and to increase

our knowledge in the use of materials, equipment, and technology beyond the present

~state-of-the-art.

pursuit of these objectives, state-of-the-art closures and debris-haiidling

mechanisms previously proposed for lower overpressure environments were evaluated for

extension to the 33 1,/3X psi region. !n addition, concepts were developed specifically

for this superhard environment. Conventional design methods and principles were reviewed

for applicability to the superhard design problem and in many instances these methods

do not provide the degree of confidence necessary to insure the integrity of the.c.njOleted

design. New and alternative methods of design which can overcome these major design prob-

lems are being explored and will be developed for future use.

SHEET -- -
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1.3 Document Organization

The document is organized to permit chronological reprtng of research

results. The study plan which was followed is shown. The early literature search effot

is covered under "Review of Weapons Effects", and "Design Co%ideations".

The "Evaluation of Known Closure and Debris-Handling Concepts" Section

of this document summarizes a ieview of concepts proposed for hardness ranging from that

of Minuteman B to a hardness 10 times that of Minuteman. The actual preliminary desi '

effort is covered in Section 7,0, "Development of Superhard Concepts". This latter

sectioi- ,.,v3as design requirements. the selection of preliminary concepts, and layouts

and functonu: descriptions of selected concepts. The results of 1967 research are

covered in "Conclusions". A bibliography of the most useful literature found during

a-
the study is also included.

NOTE: This document shall maintain the current state-of-the-art for
(

silo closures.

a

0
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C i2.0 Summary: (19%7)

The study corducted included a literature search of weapon effects and

a critical review of existing and proposed silo closure and debris handling methods. From

this baseline criteria was set up for the development of silo closure conceptual config-

uraticns. These concepts are shown in section 7.0.

The c!osure and debris handling methods are independent of the launcher

structure and exposed to extreme overpressure levels (33 1/3X). It is unfortunate that at

this point in time (December, 1967) the technical community is still undecided as to

survivability limits for cavity type structures constructed in rock. There is promise such

a decision is forthcoming within a few months because of the urgency of implementing
-a

Zo a new hardened national weapon system. Survivability of such structures apparently

depends mostly on the anticipated rock stress at a given air overpressure level, and various

z authorities ore in disagreement to such an extent that this rock stress could be predicted

( anywhere from levels equal to the air oveipressure, up to four times that amount. This
Li

being the case, the region investigated in this study could well be outside the realm ell
0r
0 practicability because the launcher structures under the closures might not be survivable.
Li

SE
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3.0 STUDY PLAN

An over-all picture of the study plan developed early in the study is shown

on page 5. Research started with an orientation period, allowing each assigned engineer to

investigate nuclear weapon effects on hardened underground equipment, ano to research

design principles and practices which could be extended or adapted to apply to superhard

structures. Known closure and debris handling concepts were to be reviewed, the limitations

of each defined, and the most promising concepts considered for futhar design develo. ment.

The actual design dtvelopment work was divided arbitrarily into three separate categories,

each of which were to be assigned to an individual. Layouts, substantiating calculations,

and functional descriptions of each feasible concept were to be produced. Cost comparisons

O-S were to be performed for the most promising concepts. The entire study was theni to be

w summarized, documented and circulated for critical review.

2 The plan was generally followed up to the point of selecting the promising

concepts. None of the concepts proposed at the schedule point were considered truly

outstanding and all required additional study and definition. The remainder of the 1%7

study effort was devoted to additional conceptual design work, the identification of problems

associated with these concepts, and the selection of three basic concepts for further develop-

ment. It is not considered worthwhile to attempt a detailed evaluation and cost analysis

until such time as the free-field phenomena and its interaction with integrated structures

co1n be more accurately predicted.

SHEET 4
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4.0 REVW't OF USAPOIZ EFWTS

Weapons effects criterla considered in this study were derived from

Referenizes 3 througn 7. Consideration was limited to a 20 megaton weapon em-

ployed agaizst a facility deployed in competent. rock. The facility Va3 assumed

to be the proper distance from gr-und zerc to be suujected to a 33 2j3X psi peak

overpressure shock wave and the attendant thermal and nuclear radiation and

seisinic activity. -

Tlie extent to which weapons effects parameters were ccnsidexed varied

from a cursory, qualitative look to a quantitative analysis aepending on the

concept under s ;udy and the level of confidence in the available weapons effects

0 data. Generally, since the emkhasis was on "concept.al" rather than detailed
.4

design, the qualitative approach was taken.

V 4.1 Weapons Effects Prarameters

CThe following discassion of weapons effects parameters is .ot Intended

Ui
. to provide detailed data on weapons effects. rather, it is iateaded to provide

r-

o the designer with a broad overview of the weapons effects problem so that he will

o be better equipped to perform the detailed research that is applicable to his

particular problem.

4.1.1 Peak Overpressure

This was considered to be the primary peak overpressure wave generated

by a surface contact burst of a 20 negator yield weapon. For purposes of tnis

study, distance from ground zero vas such that the overpr-ssure wave had

attenuated to 33 i3X psi as the shock front passed over the center of the facility.

In all concepts where the facility closure is flush with the ground level, dynamic

effects were ignored and 33 113X psi served as a basis for structural design

(configuration and mass) of the closure.

SHEET 6
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4 . Reflected Pressure

Reflected pressures res'lt from Impingement of the primary peak over-

pressure shock front aginst any pnotruion asbove the surrouLnding ground level

whether it be a protrading stric-zre or changes in the terrain. The reflected

pressures thus generated are a function of the primary peak overpressure and the

angle of incidence vitn which it impinges on the protruding medlu. Depending

on the angle of incidence, pressures far in e.Kc-ss of the prinary ove.rpressure

wave can be developed. Reflected pressures xany times the primary overpressure

-I wave can result from-u impingement of a 33 1/3X psi primary shock front &gainst a

flat plate surface at a fac,.-on (zero degree) incidence angle. The pressur,-

] time imrilse from such a colliaion results in an almost incomprehensible

- destructive force which can be showri capable of accelerating tremendous masses

S(millons of po.unds) to "lgh velocities (100 - 150 feet per second). It becomes

( obvioas that any structi-re which Is to s rvive In the 33 1/3X psi region must be

CL designed to mnin!Mie or entirely avoid these dynamic effects. Accordingly, the

0 closure concepts in this study, witn the eiceptior of the hard mo-ztain concept,

S are for use in essentailly flat teir&In and are eiglier flush with the ground

level or are s:bmerged below it.

h.1.3 Effects in Tunnels

Tunnel effects refer to the dynamic pressure phenomena occurring whe-

an cverpress~re snock wave intercepts an opening in thi ground sarface. These

effects are pertinent to this study because of the submerged closure and debris

4i handling concepts Included in 3ections 6.0 and 7.0 of this document.

A detailed quantitative analyst.s of these effects was not accomplished.

Sufficient contact was maintained with the Technical Staff however, to permit

( 7
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Shock Front

((e)

Z aplia"c .f'-nri~prnilst oreo h oceta ein
0.0

~~(d) e
o Fig-are 4-1.

Zqualitative applicatica uf ga. . dy'namicc principles to s ome of the coneeptua] designs

-presented in Section 7.0.

.2 Generally, an overpressure shock fronL traversing a flat ground surface
wU
m and interrepting a cylindrical hole in the gro.ind, takes the form shown in the se-

qaence depicted in Figure 4-i. Tlie shock front approaches the opening as in (a) and

starts to intercept the opening in (b). In (c) the shock front is traveling across

the opening and a portion of it has turned down in an effort to expand into the hole

It slams Into the opposite ,ide of the hole at point (x) in (d) and a new shock

wave, or rather a segment of the primary wave, nas been formed wit,hin the hole and

1C propogates downward within it. EZcluding dynamic effects and considering the hole

U3 4802 1433 REV. 6 65 SHEET
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t to bve infinite depth, the new shock wave ia of -oasiderably less intensity than

the primary shock front (approxinately 20 - 30% of initial overpressure). Under

these conditions the new shock wave will attenuate as it travelc down the hole.

Dynamic effects cannot be Sigored however. Reflections from the

primary shock wave at point (x) in Figure 4-1 (.) will create overpressure on the

lip of the opening which is far i:n excess of the primary shock wave overpressure.

This piheno-n.enoa necessitates super-ha-denlag of the 11p of any uncovered access

to submerged closure struztures. With a bottom in the hole as in 4-i (e),

reflections from the reduced 4nte.-sity shock wave can create overpressures at

point (y) whizh ma. y be more or less than tAie overpressure of the prizary shock

-j front depending on the depth ana geometry o" tre hole. Generally, it can be saidz
0

lid a hole voie. aeeay dteaptehai

" < that for a sirooth cylidiahoeitadeh3- 5 hole diamieters, the

z
< reflected rsuea on (y) will approxiate or exceed that of the primary

shock. At greater depths the dynamic effests will tend to diminish.

LU There are several possibilities for attenutting the shock effects

Q associated with o;.enirgs to su,-.erged structures. This fact tends to mae sub-
LI.

merged closures attractive. ShoCK diffusion, baffles, increased hole diameter

below rround level, and multiple, expendable closures with or v.thoft gas medium

changes are a] possibilities for reduaiAg effective overpressures to below the

primary shock wave values. Di:ffusion reduces shock effects in selected areas by

turning o directing the stiock f-ront away from the area of interest such as a

primary closure. A.creasln. hc2.e diameter below grade level. effectively increases

the area over which the shock front is dissipated. Baffles along the sides of the

opening or any other method of increasing surf'ace rough.,ess of the wails of the

opening will tend to reduce the shock overpressure. Multiple, expendable, secon-

dary closures tend to dissipate the shock front in successive steps and changes

in gas eiiuLn result in attenuation through changes in shock front propagation

SHEET 9
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c characteristics. Utilizing one or a combination of these techniques my permit

design of effective 33 1/3X psi closures of significantly less structural mass.

Some of these techniques are embodied in the concepts shown in Section 7.0.

4.1.4 . Cratering
A

Crater scaling is not a significant factor in this study. At the

time this program vas initiated the 33 1/3X psi environment under study was

defined as occuring outside the crater radius and the fracture zone surrounding,

it. This was true for most earth soil mediums and particularly true for the

rock medium under consideration. Aside from this it has been assumed that

currently projected technology will not permit design for structural suieviva.

within the crater environment ;W fracture zones. Accordingly, for purpose*
o of this study, the facility is assumed to be located in the so-called R. &1i"

region sufficiently far from ground zero that fracturing does not occur. At

: crater and fracture zone evaluation changes, the actual value ascribed to the

( 33 1/3X psi baseline may have to change accordingly.

4.1.5 .

0 Seismic activity arises from two sources, i.e., directly coupled

ground shock resulting from contact detonation of the weapon, and air induced

ground shock resulting from the overpressure sbock vave Vnerated by the blestz

There Is cirrently some uncertainty as to the relative contribution of these

two sources to the seismic environment. Depeiding on the coupling factors

assumed, the direct-coupled ground shock may contribute more or less than the

air induced ground shock. Currently, the consensus appears to be th" in the

33 1/3X psi range of a surface contact burst, *tresses induced by the direct-

couled shock source will exceed those of tke air induced source, perhaps by

as much as two to five times.

Seismic velocities of the rock medims unftr coudration are

in the range of 15,000 - 22,000 feeot per second. The air hock front velocity(

SHEET 10
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exceeds these valuei in the 33 ! '3K psi reglon and "outrunning", i.e., tviag(
the ground shock precede the air shock is not likely tc occur. The resulting

free field shock spectram incident on the facility is the time ad lueation

dependent combination of these shock effects and the air overpressure impul.se.
S

Displacement in the rock medium consideration is somewhat

arbitrary depending on tee exact prcpertlxes of the medium in question and its

integrity. Generally, vertical dispiacementc in the order of d to k feet

could be expected with horizontal displacements somewhat less. D!sp'.acement

occurs vite very high acceleration.

Obviously any detailed seismic analysis that did not include the en-

-jz tire facility would be cf little value. Accordingly this study has done little0

-j
.J - more than recognize the monumental interface problems that exist between the

t- massive closure structure, the facility structure, and the rock mediu. Basic-
Z

ally t has looked unly at the closure interCf-;e with the facility a,.d assumed

I that Interface structure could be designed to support the conceptual closure
>-

design in the seismic environment.

4.1.6 Thenal Effects

At distance froir ground zero at which 33 l,3X psi overpressure occurs

the facility Is well within the fireball and is subjected to extreme temperatures.

The Initial 6hock wave temperature approx mates 12,000" C at the 33 l/3X psi

level. Following the initial shock front the temperature increeses rapidly

(0.3 - 0.5 seconds) an order of magnitude or more then decays over the next

several seconds.

While the mass of the closure structure will prevent significant

temperature rises within the facility, the tutal thermal flux is sufficient to

cause severe ablation of any exposed surfaces, structures or mechani.stns.

Accordlngly, the facility closires must be designed to protect atuating devices

SHEEI 11
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( ) and operating mechanisms and maintain structural integrity during and after the ievem

6 blatin that is certain to occur to allI exposed surfaces.

At close in distances to a nuclear bunst the hiating of maeials due to

absorption of radiation both gamma and neutron, has been ident| ed as a maor poten-

tial concern for hardened facilities. Data availoble suggest that exposed steel will

suffer inches of complete melting, and argpealingfor more than a foot of additional

depth due to only the nuclear radiation input. The further ablation due to the thermal

radiant heating and the dynamic air phenomena will be. in addition to this nuclear

radiation although the presence of voporizedor molten-metal will reduce the radiant

heat transfer input.
z0 4.1.7 Nuclear Radiation
-j_ ____<_ __ _

tuIn the 33 1/3X psi region under consideration, both gamma radiatioi and.

60 neutron bombardment occur with considerable intensity. Electronic equipment within

the facility would be severely damaged by the prompt radiation dose delivered unless
adequate shielding is incorporated in the facility closure concept.

tda
While the gamma radiation is usually controlled by any closure meeting

structural requirements. neutron flux is-not. Conventional materials such as steel or

lead, and in fact all of the heavier elements, are practically transparent to neutron

bombardment. Monumental quantitiet bf these materials would be required to reduce,

integrated neutron flux to an acceptable value.

Lighter elements ui'e much more effective in slowing down und absorbing

fast neutrons. Water is quite effective because of the hydrogen it contains and of

course liquid hydrogen, helium, or in fact most of the lighter cr ogenic fluids

would make more efficient shields. Of the more conventional materials, con-

crete or sand is effective if used in sufficiently large quantities. For

(I

SHEEI 12
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K- effective neutron attenuation, a combination of heavy and light elements for

moderating the neutron flux along with hydrogen for capture of the particles is

required. A combination concrete ana steel structure provides a cost effective

means to satisfy there requirements. Optimization requires a case analysis

aid structural/nuclear traae-off.

The concepts shown in Section 7.0 depend on concrete and'or sand for

radiation shielding. While all of these designs are adequate from the staid-

point of gamma radiation, some of them mwi be marginal in neutru:i fl,xx attenu-

ation. If so, these desips may be improved by an additional layer of sand or

i incorporation of additional steel or some type of exotic shielainag material. It
-s is believed that additional research might be productive in disovzriniw materials

or combinations whose pro;e:cties would be better suited for cocbined structural/

11 shielding applications.

For more detailed information on.raciation effects, refer to ReferenceU,

(3) and the sub-reference liated therein.
0
U.W .1.8 Ejects Scaling

Crater ejecta and secondary debris from the shock front will result in

a deposition of' debris in the vicinity of the facility. Criteria for debris

handliag purposes is baaed on data from Reference (6). This reference indicates

a 90% confidence factor that debris levels will not exceed ten feet at tie 33 1i/3

X psi distance for a single, large megaton surface cortact burst. For our

study three bursts were assumed and a thirty feet debris depth was used as a

basis for all debris handling concepts.

I Volume of debris to be handies w4as based on an i-,vertod ',K0 ceg-'ee conical

frustm with a height of 30 feet said with radii varying with the co!icept u-dor

stuay. This results in a debris openrng witn oebris walls sloping 45 degrees

SHEET 13
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from the launcb tube opening to the top or the cebris layer,

Aside from the problem of penetrating or otherwise hanidling a static

debris layer, the closure design must coasider the dynwaic factors related to

crater ejects auring the blast. The uecessity to survive impacts with crater

eject& and./or secondary cebris during the blast would place extreme deaign

requirements on any above ground structures. - This Is a major reason why all of -

the concepts considered in Section 7.0 are either flush with the -rouad surface

or submerged.

4.1.9 Time History of WeN2ons Effects

.Any closure structure vith-in the 33 1,3X psi range of t,e blast will be

0

-' subjecteq to all of the weapons effects identivied above. From te standpoint

of potential failure modes a generalized cis ,.csion ol the timne 4<istory associated
z

7 ' with these effects may be cesirable. It is not itendtd to establish a detailed

S history for each paremeter, but rather o discess those events whose timing tray

prove critical from the standpoint o" aintai:ing the structural ana opera,, ,nil
0U.

W integrity of the facility.

Actually, since by definition the 'aciiity must withstand all of the

weapons effects for three successive bursts, a discussion of timing and failure

mowdes for a single burst is almost aeaaemic. Regarrilesz of the timing of weapons

effects, the facil y must be capable of sustaini:.G whatever damage occurs vih

the first blast and survive to 'lithstand the acc-slative effects of the second

and third bursts. Time relationships, however, are best described with refereace

to a sinwle burst.

The first effects to which the facility is subjected is the i,tense,

prompt, nuclear radiation dose and a relatively 1ov level o," radiait thermal

(energy generated by the initial blast. At tia point i time the facility Is

Sil£E1 14
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( intact and structurally undamaged and Lf desigmed with proper shielding sho'ild

survive the radiant heat level present and the nuclear radiation effects. The

peak overpressure shock front is the next thing that hits tte facilit-. Since

"outrunning" vill not occur in the 33 ,/3X psi region the aIir bhock front will

precede the direct gzound shock wave by a srall amouat.

Coincident with arrival of the air shock front the temperature Increases,

almost as a step function, to the resion of 12,000 X and abmost immediately

further ablation of exposed surfaces will begin to occur. Also, coincident with

the air induced shock front arrival the facilit; will ue subJected to a severe

seismic jolt from the air induced ground shock. Jurag tis time, temperature
_j

o is increasing rapidly and nuclear radtati or. has decreased tc a lower level

following the prompt- radiation dose.

z As the air induced ground shocy prolgresses downward the direct grouad

( shock front arrives at the facility and the resulting shock spectra for the

> facility is a complex tine and location dependeat function. Followil- taVs,
~4

0
0. temperature and ablation rates increase to a peak, nuclear radiation conti..ues

at a relatively reduced level and debris activity becomes high. After reaching

a peak, temperature and ablatioa rate decrease and become ineffective over the

next few seconds. Debris will continue to arrive at the facility and nuclear

radiation will continue at a reduced rate (compared to the prompt dose) after

other effects have subsided. Due to fallout, nuclear radiatin, will coati"nue

long after debris activity has ceased.

While tae above description of what occurs with a si gle surface b-rst Is

a very 6eneral approximation, certain coaclusions can be .irawa from it. Am-io

these are:

a. The strongest radiation dose (the prompt dose) occurs before the

SHFTI 15
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(facility has been subjected to overpressure, seismic disturbance or

thermal ablation. The facility is structurally undamaged and

radiation shielding should be intact at this tine except for the

severe heating effects at the surface.

b. The facility closure is subjected to the peak overpressure air

sho,: wave and dynamic pressure phenomena before maximum thermal

ablation has set in and slightly before seismic activity fran the

direct ground shock has started.

c. Although thermal ablation is occurring during seismic activity-the

major portion of ablation will occur after the seismic-disturbance
z0 .begins to subside.

d. The closure, operating mechanism, and any above groiad superstructures

,z must vithstand horizontal debris impacts and the subsequent fallout

& of debris while being subjected to the other effects.
'U

*. The closure and operating mechaaisms must withstand the Lverpressure,
0

rauiation, debris, thermal and seismic environne.ts and st.!l be
n S

be capable of operating after all effects have subsided.

The above conclusions are based on a single burst and would require f±'rther

consideration on the basis of the three succssive cycles required tv the study

criteria. The environment could be altered conaiderably z'or the second and

third bursts simply by the debris layer deposited by the first burst. Tnis

debris layer could offer increased radiation protection, reduce thermal effects

and reduce debris impact problems. It Wouli not, however, significantly affect

air induced ground snock problems nor would it reduce he seismic activity

associated with direct-coupled grouni shock which is potentially the most severe

S( stress that the interface Letween the closure and facility may be required to

SHEET 16
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( Wittand. In any event the facility must handle the accumulative effects of the three

bursts and remain operable.

Because of the lack of firm data on soil mechanics and dynmic oqlingtb

facility structure, the assum tion cannot be made that the closure and interface concepts

shown in Section 7.0 will survive the environments just described. Neither the themetical
baclground nor avlable field test data is adequate to establish confidence that response

preditlons:wii rapproach the exactness obtained by standard engineering design practices

for static. ..d.. Work in.lmrress by Boeing and other investigator will provide increased

capability foranalysis and will be used for future evaluation of concepts.

In addition to the severe effects above, the hardened site, with its

eemol power and communication cables and the closure mechanism must be designed
to survive EMP (Electromagnetic Pulse) effects, caused by intene electric and magnetic

)fieldh rom-n earby bursts. At the 33 I/3X ieveli the continuous stel envelope formed

" by the necessary structure provides the primary EMP shield inherently.

FS

IL
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5.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 Sco

This section concerns itself with design considerations associated with

Launch Facility Closures and operiting mechanisms ond their capability to survive and

perform their intended functions in nuclearattack environment. Although the

main topic deals with launcher closures and the debris handling problem, the inter-

facing structure and equipment must be considered, at least on a secondary basis.

In addition to the survival aspects of the problem, each closure must be capable of

t-iely actuation for maintenance operations, using a minimum of equipment, special
-

zI tools, skills and manpower.0

5.2 Design Environment

I

. nlApart from the natural environment, the closure must withstand the

nuclear weapons effects discussed in Section 4.0. Although the study is for a

so-culled 33 1/3X psi environment, the complete spectrum of attack environment

a must be considered in the analysis of any candidate design concept. This is s-

pecially true in view of the controversy and uncertainty reflected in current liter-

ature regarding enegy' coupling, mechanical loading and the free-field phenomena

(velocity, accelaration and displacement) associated with the various weapon yields,

burst elevations and the rock or soil media involved.

The consensus appears to be that maximum destruction is associated

-with a surface burst and such has been assumed for this study. While higher

overpresures may possibly result from an air burst which would produce a mach

stem, the resulting decrease in direct coupled ground shock probably tends to

reduce the combined effects to below surface burst destruction levels. Similarly,

while a penetration burst would result in increased direct coupled ground shock the

ia
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( .2 Design Environment (Continued)

decrease lu air blast overpressure aqd tke dyramic effe,-ta aasociated with It

may tend to equalize the combined destructive effects.to a level below that of.

a surface burst. This view may charge as additioiz! 4ata becomes available.

Recent date derived from the *Piledriver" experiments indicates that direct

coupled ground shock is considerably more severe than previously anticipated and

this aspect vill be carefully watc! ed In future st-idles.

Existing data shovs general agreement regarding overpressure effects

from either ao air or surface burst and thes,' effects are well documented. Air

, induced ground effects for a particular medi are also adequetely lescribed for

J preliminary design estimates and direct coupled effects are available from both

analytical studies and test data from underground shots. The data applicable to

Z at-surface free-field phenomena however, is difficult to assess. Velocity, dis-

placement and acceleration relative to timelaad permanent dlsplacevient prod.ced90 ,y the combined effects assume rather nebulous quantitative values when the

W possible variations in integrity, stratification and seismic characteristics of

the media involved and the phasirng kime history) of combined effects are applied.

Existing literature does not describe such effects in'the detail necessary to

permit accurate assessment of me.thaaical coupling to integrated structures.

Perhaps a sophisticated description cf the total phenomena for all

cases is not practical for use because of the complexity and cost. When t!e

designer introduces structure(s) i. a free-field media of varyiug deasity,

physical properties and quantity, such a sophisticated analysi. must be repeated

for each case with the structure(s) included and the problem is compounded

further. The total mechanical loadiig on the closure, dependlag on the desgr.

configuration, must be derived from soe, and in many cases all, of the followirng

factors:
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Direct overp.eass-ire versus tizae,

Reflectioa and rfriction effects,

Dyawic (wind) loading.

Fiying debris loaaing,

Loads intivduced throgh proximity a.id adjacent or

iuterfacing structure,

Interaction between structures, aad

Interaction between the closure aad surro--irvag media.

Additional requiremetits for emergency power air breathi:g pop-ps, ver.ts, sump

0 discharges, satennas, maltenance access shafts and closure,ani debris pits

may be imposed on the closure or adJaceat structiure to add to the complexity of

the problem. In the end the analysis may be so complicated that the confidence

| (7 : level of the analytical results is seriously degraded. The skeptical designer

would then tena to overuesign and subsequently impose almost iatolerable require-

o, cmnts on the over-al I structure.

'he foregoing .erely etiphasizes that the design environme-t is not ade-

quately described by overpressure alone. The requireme-it to design for a specific

hardness, i.e., 33 1/3X psi, is at best a hazy description of the env1ro,.me;it for

design purposes. The location, depth and complexity of the facility structure,

together with the aforementionea variatio.s in euviron eatal parameters all. nave

a direct bearing on the comlexltj of analysic and the res -lting coifIde-ce I i

analytical results.

Fortunately, many requirements may be ignored In the Initial pure trade

studies of various closire configurations. As shown in Jection It.0, varioua

concepts can be qualitatively compared on the basis of their ability to satisfy

tae primary functional anr survivability reqairements. The mcst promis 'g

" 20
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5.2 Desim &irorwet _tmtimi)

coacepts can be selected for forther 4evelopmeit and preliminary desigWs can be

evolved based am the dominant ewriroment factors. These canridate closure desiges

ca tnae be evalated, on a care by ease basis, for zhiir capability to meet all

other iequirements Individally and finally to withstand -be combined aecmulative

effects of the nuclear attack environment. Basically thts is the design approach

taken for this study. This appears to 'e the Post logicsl couee to pursue until

such time as free-field phenomena and ite interaction with integrated structures

be more accurately predicted.

., With etrength and cost as a main consideration, the prime material and

c composition anididates selected to date have been: All steel (shaped), re-inforced

on:rete with steel outer skin (flat Elab, arches and domes) atid the all steel *$go:

- crate structure with or without concrete (or other material) filler. Other

o Smaterials such its high strenth allminuu and fiberglass have been considered on a
00, limited basis for high strength to weight ratio. High strength ablative materials

have been considered for the closure itop surface. Designs atilizing yielding or

crushable elements have not proven successful because the period of positive phase

pressure is generally longer than the ntruture response. For a yielding design

to be successful, 6fficient meas must be added to the li4 structure to slow the

reaction time relative to the positive phase pl,;e.

Concrete

The silo structure will reqaire judicious use of balktype aterials sob

as concrete to minimize cost. However, that material msy not. be caAable of

resisting the loads even with large qantities of reinforcing steel and with large
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thieknesses. This my be aercame by special design wherein the increase in

strength of confined concre,,2 can be utilized. F'or example, the use of composite

steel eancrte construction design, (e.g., orthogonal grid and egg-cramte conotruc-

tion, Ref. 2) using a selective aggregate strength and hise. atrength steel to

attain strengths greater than 5,000 to 7,000 psi. rittle actual data on material

response under field dynamic loading of the designated magnitude is -7ailable.

Prestress

Techniques of prestressing in tension or in compression, depending cn

the aynamic stressing pattern the material will exhibit, may be worthy of consid-

eration for composite structures. However, such initial stressing -will likely be
_-

zI capable of negating only a portion of the potential dynamic load due to the need
o

- to prestress the material under static loads which :s a lesser condition.

Steel

High strength structural st:el -nd the new rqeraging steeliwill allow

more flexi-bility in design; harever, their use must be balanced with the radiation

r-shielding requirements where the additional mass of lower strength steel way be

beneficial.

Plastics

The use of other lightweight high strength materials such as fiberglass

and filament structures can offer some advantages from a strength and actuation

power standpoint. The compatibility vith radiation shielding requirements vill

limit their usefulness and the cost and availability are serious disadvant-

ages.

A high degree of success has been attained by the use of boron filaments

in metals and plastics to increase their strengths. These have been leveloped

prirerily for missile nose cones, and for hypersonic aircraft skins to increase

strength to weight ratio. Their use merits consideration for hardened structure
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Plastics (Coetinued)

skin and/or components; however, their cost and availability wil be serious draw-

backs for the forseeable future.

5.4 Desin

It is very difficult, within the present state-of-the-art, to propose a

"best" approaca to debris handling and closure desi.n. In the absence of an ade-

quate description of the total free-shield phenomena associated with the 33 1/3 X

psi regin, quantitative data on -hich to base a structural design is at best a

somewhat arbitrary estimate.

in addition, the structural response of the silo and closure due to the
0

J combined effects of the direct ground shock, the air induced ground shock, the air

.- overpressure can result In component loadings in excess of the maximum nominal

( ]oiding. The phasing and structure rtaponse timing can amplify tae downward

S loading far in excess of the 33 1/3 X psi times the closure-cap a-ea and could

r impose mretified upard and sileways loadings on locks, tie-downs or other compo-
0

ents. The necessity for handling debris my impose additional loads by exposure
ID

of the closure to reflected, refracted and dynamic loading in addition to over-

pressure and ground effects. The over-all complexity of the dynamic overpressure

and seismic forces involved make it extremely difficult b analyze each design

other than on a qualitative basis. Quantitative data however, is essential to

the implementation of any design and in those cases where it Is not available it

must be hypothesized.

Many past designs are based on a 33 1/3 X Psi static pressure load and

yield rtrengtb of the structural material(s). This supposedly results in a con-

servative design with an automatic iafety factor, expecially if the material poss-

(esses sufficient ductility to absorb some of the peak impulse energy in the over-

pressure shock front.
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7 For the present exercise the designs shown in Section 7.0 were evolved

using essentially standard design practices for static loeds. The fca=ilas and

techniques for sizing the closures are shown in the aprendix. In most cases the

designs are based on the folloving design philosopby wivch Is Ielieved to be

consistent with the requirement for survival in the nuclear environment as it

is interpreted for this.study.

The closure aAd/or cap structure should be at least flush with the grade

if not semi-buried or submerged in some manner. Since most of the lauuch facility

is likely to be buried, the cap and closure should not be subjected to a set of

forces -hich could be entirely different from the basic facility structure. "he

.Jz silo cap and closure should be as integral with the silo structure as possible,0

consistent with the requirement for launching a missile from the facility. A-
9-

simple symmetrical shape is desirable to avoid uneven loading and minimize surface

exposure to shock waves from u direction, The closure span should be a minina=

L consistent with projected missile size and launch technique and the closure/cap

0- configuraticn should possess the best possible strength/weight ratio consistent
M

S with structural requirements and the thermal ani nuclear raliation environment.

Separate hardened access shafts zhould be avoided where possible.

Each exposed closure design usually includes sufficient surface steel

or cther material to provide for thermal ablation from multiple bursts. Generally,

there is ample high density material to attenuate gama radiation to acceptable

levels. High densith materials alone, however, are relatively ineffelctive against

the high neutron flux expected at the 33 13 X level and each design must be

adjusted to incorporate the necessary additional shielding for neutron flux reduc-

tion. Sufficient steel is normally included in the structure to reduce Electro-

magtitic Pulse (EW) effects to acceptable levels. Silo penetrations such as

(power lines vent openings, etc., must be examined individually for each detailed
desi :, .. _...... .. ....
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( ,i d tIgn practices associated wi'th past study progrms have not been

sip ificly altered to date. Althz'* information is becoming Increasingly

available thror,& comter analysis and sub scale andlaboratory test programs,

this informtion has as yet provided only a scant increase in the confl1nce level

of predicted results. With the increased effort being applied in this area howeve

it Is expected that newer techniques will soon be evolvd, yielding increasingly

accurate predictions of design performance. Work is also underway to further

define the ablatie and L.bermal effects includirg annealing of the surface steel,

and to define the mgnitude of the tulk heating effe-ts due to radiation attenua-

tio. Tese techniques will Le included In the document as they are developed.

-J
z

! -J

( -S

0

tu
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It 13 assu-e tiat after three nuclear bursts the debris level vili be

approximately 30 tc 35 feet. This assumed level is taken from a :ue'ently accented

debris model which is aeknow!edged as basicelly unsubstantiated but wthic represents

the order of mag-,tede of :e expected level e debris and serves to illustrate theF probleas encounte.ed. The debris levels anticipated using this debris model

are Illustrated in FiSvre 5.5-1.

To combet the debris problem for missile launch, many proposals have

b-er s.aggested. Two fundamental methods evolved for handling hi .debris levels

Swhere the MinW.tman method of scr.ping the deb'is vside be-!Yes i-prt!ctial. Theie

ae irt to penetrute the debris with a vertizal rising rovmbcr an' secon, ,o

J

and size distrib.,tion of the debris for particular location .

0 17e penetratlcn concepts- are the most predictable once the quntity and

W

nature of the ebris is defined. he mot apparent rolems ar the large forces

required and te cod ha tian of freering p here tzoiti ns are right. Preliminary

z$

estmates i iate a bekout force of out 12 X 10 6 pounds for 30 feet of debris

with a 30% increese likely for a long term freezing assumption. These force-, when

taken with a ftpid response time, result in exttmaely high thoug not iripos.ible

power requirm nts.

The debris pit cocepts have numerou; problems and are much more

enslitive to the debris model definition. For the assumed ,lebrii level and a

typical advanced silo, the minimm debris pit volume required is ap roxmately the

same ab the silo volume, ( 30,003 - 50,:Z !C feet). he pit muit -iivive the

(blast effects the same so the silo an h's s milar material requirements and
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structural problemw as the 8t1o In addinici, th ioterection of two cavities in

a highly stressed medium will decrease the confidence in survival.

These concepts are dependent on the debris deposition mechanism in

addition to the depth of debris because of the tendency of an open pit to receive

more than the novinal debris defined by a conlcal depression at tht natural angle

of repose of the bulk witerial

The addittoenal debris car arise from two sources. The first is the

result of the horizontally moving debris being intereepted 1by the opening as it

passes by, and th-e second is the "snowfance" effect or t-.lence in the air flow

which gives the smaller debris particles a downward velocity component at the edge
-5

Zo of tk.e opening, These effeots can only be postulated but the tendency for

depressions to fill level with debris has been observed i. tests.

The overfilling tendency cannot be estimatedi with any confidence but
Z

will reso t In considerably increased volume requir nts a: bestcvlde

A A possible solution to the overfilling problem ts to prvi~e a covered

0 debris pit, either with separate closure or ty utilizing the zl.o ,losare andU.

p providing a secondary zlosure which divert.s the detri. to the aebris fit.

T.is system is complicated by the po_.Eibillty of debris fret;int ani

arching u'ross the opening if an inward openina cloiure is .sed.

A preferrei method cannot be identified without traalng the st.actural

and cost parameters as well as the Integration with the ail, and closure; however,

the penetrsti~n nmethod has the big advantage of simplieity (relative) of analysis

and a higher confidence level.
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46.0 EVWAUZON OF XM3 .CWDFO AMD DOMI4ANDLnrW C'IWR

The following configuatlons, (from a literature march), were selecte4

from previously proposed closure and debris handling concepts. Althoah, they were

origi Uy proposed for lower overpressure and debris levels, the conceptual ideas

of esch are worthy of aialysis and evaluation for superhard application. -

Thus, two basic evaluition consideations are: (1) 11he projeeted

economics o each concept in relat.ion to its adaptability to supe.bard envinonments,

function and advantages and disadvantages. (?) The debris handling methods of

i: each.

Through the review process, it is possible to eliminate unaccepted concept

and refine aspects of candidate configurations. Finally, the relative merits,

advantages, and disadvantages of each concept can be combined to produce a composi
LU

desigs that wouldsetsfy the n-*eds of the superhard requirements.

- 6.1 The many closure and debris handling concepts shovn on the following
O.

ppages are presented with comments on the face of the drawings. Most of these show
0

a closure structure independent of the silo struature vth various types of closure

etuators.
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( Oper Posi tion

Silo

NCT IONAL DESCRIP TION: This closure lies flut and flusli wifC ;,;e surface except for 4.e de-
rion on~e Me1whiust slide when opened. "It effectivel,/ seals the lou ckt tube ag ir~st

Ihe nuclear environmient and debris impacts during an af lack. After ar- att~ck frke ciosute car; be
nMocked and moved to one side, slicing its way int.o the debris along t.he side and cariiing wlkot-
ver debris is on top with it.

VAN,'AGES: The concept and mechanismr is simplo. Dynarnic ovewpessure buildup is mianimize
yth fush concept. Maintenance access is simple.- Power requ~iremrents for open~ng ore moderate

S$ADVANTAGES: Debris Ihandling capability very limited. Excess debris would fall in lauinch
ube.

W MMARY: Limited debris 6andling capability makes .4is concept unsuitable for extension to super-
iord applications.

DEBRIS HANDLING REQUIREMENTS REQUIRE ADDITIONAL AND
SEPARATE MECHANISM OR PIT

LOCK/TIE-DOWN REQUIREMENTS ARE EXTENSIVE

AOTE: Covrcep is similar to existirtg Minuteman closure witV. correspondii~g greatest experience.

Refereoce source:

Minuteman System

us 420Z 1433 Rev. 6 65 HET30
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HORIZOWTAL RA0 P LID

CLOSURE. __/

ISILO

tI Fjgtjr 6.1-2

6.1.2 FrM. 7 IzoML, NL E R....

FUICTOAL DE8CRIPTION: The lid is completely flush with the ground surface,
ving o lythe top exposed. On conM the lid lifts the accualeted debris up

the ramp and translates to clear the launcher opening, carrying some of the debris
with it. It is an extension of the sliding lid of Figure 6-1.

I: Lid is cowpletely flusL, having no exposed edges that can be loaded
y ) or reflected pressures. Will handle scpewtat more debris than scheme

shoua in Figure 6-1, which tends to plow under.

DISADANTAGES: Actuating cbanism becomes complex and requires a large controlled
power supply. Lae amounts of debris will spill into opening.

SUMARY: Because of the mass required and the farge amount of debris at very high
' overpressure levels, this type of lid and actuation system appear unattractive.

U& 402 1433 REV. 6,63 SHEET 31
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/ .. __LOSURE

CLOSURE 

L/

/GROUND
LEVEL

SIL

T DIi Figure 6.1-3

6.1.3 FIAT, SIWLE, HINGED CLOSURE

_FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: The ld is a simple hinged cover which rotates about one
end, lifting and crowding accum lated debris to one side.

ADVANTAGkS: It is simple, there are no exposed edges that can be loaded by dynamic
or reflected pressure, and is adaptable to modifications such as adding a following
debris shield.

DISADVANTIAGES: The main disadvantage is the "crowding" action which tends to Jam
the hinge on rotation. If circular, debris spillge is severe, and the hinge mech-
anism complicated. Also, it requires a large power supply.

SUIMARY: Limited to fairly low debris levels, and necessarily a function of the
lid length.

( 0
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CLOSURE
CLOSURE

- -. L~IOPEN

LIFTINGI IMECHANISM

,SILO

Figure 6. 1--4

6..14 F HORPo17, CAZ J

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: The lid is completely flush and similar 'o that described
in Figue 6-2, except that the actuator lifts and translates rather than slides
the lid.

I ADVANTA.GES: It has smewhat better debris control in the lift and translate
( sequence than Figure 6-2. It is completely flush, only exposed at the top.

DISADVATAGES: The actuation mechanism is very complex and requires clots at the
surface vhich are quite vulnerable. Also requires large power source.

SUMAiRY: This system is too complicated with its attendant mechanical reliability
c i;=es at high overpressures.

(
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01 CLOSURE

CLOSURE OPEN

CLOSURE

POCKET

ISILO

Fig~lure 6.1-5

( )J FUUC IAL M Z(Ie SI TO:a This circular lid rotates and translates in an enlarged

ADVA MAM3: It provides soea protection against dynamic and reflected pressures.

DYN IDV: It Is vulnerable to debris preventing id actuation, uess the
depression is covered, n vhlch case it not be hardened.I : This concept feasible only at very lov levels.

u 40 1828 Rev. $so SHEET 34
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CTOWAN NEV UmI A

Closure ftiuek

Mid R___ted

Ia~ce

I Closure In ClonedLac
P wit on B arin

Figure 6.1-6

6.1. FL L L? EJXI 1~II5 W ~H IJL~ IERISPI~ IXS DERSM 1)

IWXOIARDICRIPTON: Wei lid Is compltely flush vrth the ground surf ace, and
fully contalied. On com*Md a large cylinder pmekiss Ghe lid up through the debris,
mid then rotates the lid and debris to clear the opening.

I ARM~': It has good debrit control. wAd can pull a debris shield up with it
to pevent spillage trm dropping into opening.

DIWNAMZS:The actuator not be dessied to take large bending loads as a
CmIZi'p~swell as Providiag the tbrust. A secomI mchanism mest be sequenced

to start end stop the rotation. Requires a 3arp pater source.

Tils Wsteai or a modf ication, appears feasible to fairly high over-
pressure levels.

Uso 3~ 00133RV. G/65 SHEET 35
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Si .. . o-N

" l "N

* An.ular -- Sea .

1 7 FLUSH LI'T AND WING CLOSURE WITH ANNULAR

FUN-.1011OIAL IMStMIMION: Inie closure Is pushed tip through the debric by a large
ocylln'lgr whirli also r;otates to clear the hole, The debris shield followe the

lid up.

+ AOWVAYTAGE, B: Addition of a recessed debr~is pit to Figure 6.14 ,improves the debris
' h -,_iIlncapability by ingestIng some of the debris.

: :)0S0I0VANTAGES: The actuator must be designed to take large bon-ling loads as a
cantilever, a3 well as providing the thrust. A second mechanism must be sequencedto ztLrt and ntop the rotation. Requires a large power source.

i' SUMW,13Y: This system or a modification, appears feasible to fairly high over-

pn~nsre leelsReference souice:
t CA 2-5167-24

uI vio? 1433 NE. , 9,5 SHtEET 36
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Closure
Clos.,i , (Ofe,,1

Gour,d Level

: , i--. Silo

-- F:gure 6.1-8

6.1.8 FnUSH HORIwi2 o 'L DOUB F RIPiD CLOSUIL

FUNCTIONA DESCRITION: This closure is a two piece lii, flush with the ground
surface. The tw aes actuaTe sequenz,..±ly to traivel up the edge ramp and -.hen
horizcntally out away from the opening.

ADVX'ATES: The weight of closure is reduced by making two sections.

DISADVAN1AGES: This concept has poor debris control, anl woull rquIrk an Inner
or secunlary protection for the missile since debris would drop rs the two halves
separate. The separation joint is als) difficult to seal against all weajxin effecs.

SUMAY: Not a good concept.

U3 002 1? 3Av I. 6.65 SHEET 37
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x / ,Ci-,,fure

\ Ground Level

: "--Silo

._.S.. HORIZONTAL DOUBLE HIMED CLOSUIU

FUNCTIOW'L DESCRIPTION: The closure shown is a double leaf! hinged lid. One half
actuates slightly in advance of the other. Debris is "crowded" aside.

ADVAN.AGES: Power requirenents can be met by two smaller sources as opposed toI 7- ?or te single lid.

( 2 DI7A.DVANTAGES: It has poor debris control, is weaker Pstructurally than the single

Mt andiTs difficulv to toel.

SUMMRY: Not a good concept.

V
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SurfaceCose

I I ~:!tIi: ~Closure O~pen

KT
I I! \ '.----Swface

Figure 6. 1-10

-6.1.10 EXPOSED, IUCLILNED SLIDING CLOSUE

oFUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: Duiir;a a nuclear attack, debris falling on the closure is sheddo~wn the slope, toward the ower surface level. After ;, e ovack., the closuLte is unlocked aridIforced to kntiffe tIkrough te debris to the fully open posi tior..

ADVANTAGES: Moderately fair debris car-trot depending on level of lower grounid surface,
Good mainteriance acc.ess. SipereliaLle action wi~lreaivl low power iequirerments.

DISADVANIAGES: Closure exposed oa dyirmic, pressure buildup, Large closure span because
.T11-e inclijie. Closuie track would require protection f-in -,ucleor evviroomnent. 1icrease ofCexposure to deoris impacts. Missile emplaceiner..I may be diffici-11. Requites sepc.tate mechanism~for closing closure after maintenance. Lock/fTie-dow requirperte occe,ated.

SUMMARY: 11Hs concept sh;ould be considered for extension to superkord eivrv~nparti' u-
fryfrhard inou-),i~oV sites where natural slopes and lower surface level is sufficien to r'andle

nticipated debris l-vels.

Refere -.e source:
D2-125426-1 (SRD)

U) 400i~ 1433 KEV 6 6t, SHFET 39
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Closure Open

6.1.11 IM 'D. SBlIZ HNGD CD

1FUNCIONIAL WCRITOK: During a nuclear attaek, debris falling on the closure( ; is at least partially shed down the slope to thu lover surface level. After the
Sattack, the closure is unlocked and forced to open up throughi the remaining

debris, shoving it aside.I ADVMWISU: Fair debris control depending on level of lover ground surface.
Simple sigle hinged action should exhibit good reliability. Easy maintenance
access except for missile emplacement.

DISADVANTGES: Exposed to dyrnmic pressure buildup. Closure span increased
because of incline. Increased exposure to debris Impacts. Requires more pover
than Fig. 6-10 for opening. Missile emplacement may be difficult.

SLMM : Could be extended to superhard environment, although it exhilbits no
advantage over the concept of Fig. 6-10.

Reference source:
D2-125426-1 (SRD)
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( 1

Clour
!} \ \" Closure Onen

~~ Ground LeveI il

Figure 6.1-12-

6.1.12 INCLIED, SILE RAWED CLOURE

FWCTOIIAL 1CURXIOIQ: 'Tis concept shovs an inclined closure which is flush
mounted having Ao **posed edges. The lid is pushed laterally and translates
clear of the opWenng.

• ANTAS: It is flush with the swface, having no edges exposed. The inclined
top suOace will tend to shed debris. Debris control is fairly good.

-DIADVATAGES: The inclined top surface will be subjected to dynamic and
reflected pressures. Xissile emplacement and maintenance will be difficult
because of the slope.

SUWWY: This has some potential for specific application in the medium and
ow ranges.

U

(A
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(-
/\

/ I
Closure Section

\ /

/ /

7......Closvie Open

Ground Level

6 3 J Figure 6.1-13

FUMgTIONAL& SCRIPTION: The closure consists of two inclined hinged parts. Both
1  leaves actuate simultaneously, hinging outward to clear the opening.

ADVANTAGIS: Has good debris control up to the amount of rise of the lids. The
Scrowdi;V on opening is less severe than with the flat concept as debris is

pushed downhill.

DMADVANTES: The rise must be minimal to keep excessive dynamic and reflection
preseures to a minimum. Sealing will be difficult at the peak.

SIMAY: This concept limited to low ranges.

U ' 1 S
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Closure Sectlion

Ground Level

6-1-14 INCLI8D. QU'AD IINGED, ORAMEFEEL CL(SIM

FUNCToSAL ELCRI1'!ION: The closure consists of four triang-lar shaped leaves
vhich hinge about their base.

SADVAVWIN: The shape minimizes the dynamic and reflected pressures, arnd debrisIin pusbedT away from center.

SDISAWAMM3ES: Complex mechanism compromise reliability. Exposed to dynamic
0 pressure. Missile emuplacement difficult. Power requirements for opening fairly

high. Difficult to seal.

SSUARY: Could be extended to superhard applications 'out its complexity, limited
debris handling capability and exposure to dynamic pressure make it less
desirable than somie other concepts.

U3 u02 1433 REV. G'65 SHEET 4
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/-C o-.e Open

slGrov:d Le,e

Figure 6.1-15

_-6.1.1, INCLIAED. DOUBLE RAMPED CLOSURE

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: The closure is composed of two leaves flush mounted at
- the bottom and meeting at a peak in the center. Both leaves are actuated out-

ward, sliding away from the opening.

0 ADVANTAGES: The two leaves would red',Ae tne mass to be actuated.
z

DISADVANTAGES: The act.uation becomes extremely complicated with these two
inclined lids reacting against each other. The reliability of 6'-ch a clos're
would be low. Also the inclined surfaces would be exposed to dynamic and
reflected pressure. Would be difficult to service the launcher.

SUMMARY: This is not a good concept.

a

U
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(L I.,Ground Level

: ; .. '" -._. . : , ', , .t 'C osure

" / - Opt Posiion

Closure

I 4.
Debris Pit - I

0--kjz Figure 6.1-16

6.1.16 SUBMIRGED, INCLINhv S114LE HINGED CLOSURE

z
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: A hardened debris pit provides a space for the lid to
push the debris into as the lid swings open about a hinge st the lower end.

ADVANTAGES: It is a simple concept, avoiding dynamic pressure effects, and
providing Cor moving any debris remaining on the lid to a cavity.

DISADVANTAGES: The debris pit must be large and the lid must be down fairly
deep to accomodate the lid owing. Some crowding at the hinge will occur.

SU4'AY: This concept requires more space and power than that shown on Fig. 6-17,
m but may te possible to extend to superhard concepts.

Refetence sou ice:

D2-125426-1 (SRD)

U3 4802 1433 REV 6 E SHEET 4,
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SraeClosure Ground Level

:, ./Closure

Open Position

Debris Pit

i ""o

Figare 6.1-17

6.1.17 SUBMER"ED, ,INCLNED SLIDNG "JLOSURE WITH DEBRIS PIT

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: During a nuclear attack, debris falling on the closureslide, into the debris pit. After t the closure can be unlocked and

lopened by either an actuator or gravity.
ADVAMOES: Power requirements for opening are low. Maintenance access is
reatively simple. Reliable single action. No lifting or rotating. Improved

.raliation protection. Good debrie control.

DISADVANTAGES: The debris pit must be hardened to prevent collapse during
several nuclear bursts. Closure span is larger because of the slope. Closure
rails must be protected against nuclear environment. The iebrls pit and the
closure may be exposed.to higher pressures due to dynamic effects from over-

pressure shock wave.

Ref erence source:

C/S 2-5167-24

U148 O3SREV. 6/65 SHcET 46
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Groun d
Water Level -- Closure

mint. ..

Refll • :

: . I---Air

to
Reservoir

Figure 6.1-18

( ), 2 6.1.18 FLIP LID CLOSURE WITH WATER RADIATION SHIELD AM,) VOLUME EXPANSION

F UNCTIONAL NSCRIPTION: The entire closure and the neck of the lauricher are
immersed in a pool of liquid. The liquid volume provides space for the debris
to fall and provides radiation attenuation as well as a level top surface. The
lid hinges and dumps any remaining debris, after the liquid is dumped to a
reservoir underground.

ADVANTAGES: Provides flush surface, space for debris, and radiation protection.

I DISADVANTAGES: Requires deep liquid pool for multiple blasts, requires large
underground reservoir and valve. Pool must be survivable for multiple blasts.

S.W Y: This is a fairly credible concept for one blast.

U34802 1433 REV 6'65 SHEET 47a-
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Ground Surface Closure Halves

\.--I, Closure,
Open Positon

Debris Pit

Silo

Figure 6.1-19

6.1.19 SUBMED. INCLINED. DIAL-SLIDI. CLOSURE WITH DEIa. PIT

FUNCTIONAL IDSCRIPTION: During a nuclear attack, debris falling through the
ground opening into the closure halves is shed into the debris pits. After the
attack, the closure halves are unlocked and allowed to slide (with power or bygravity) into the debris pits thereby opening the launch tubes.

ADVANTAGES: Closures are protected from dynamic effects, debris is funneled
away from the lid, anid power to open can be quite small.

DISADVAXTiMS: Split lids are difficu.lt to seal, and the peak is more v-"nerable
iI than a flat full section. The debris pits must be survivable. Reliability is

not as good for two parts as for one.

SWUM Y: Not as credible as the single lid with a pit, but a possibility.

Reference .:-rce:

D2-125426-1 (SRD)

US .c0 1433 REV 6 65 SHEET 48
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(, J Giound Level

Debris Pit

Lid
Closure
Halves

- -- Silo

Ii FtgurP 6.1-20

6.1.20 SUBMERGED. INCLINED DOUBLE HINGED CLOSURE Wfl DEBRIS PIT

FUNCTIOMAL DSCRIPTION: The closure consists of a double hinged lid, with the
center meeting at a peak, and the lid submerged below the surface in a double
debris pit. The two leaves hinge away from the opening.

ADVANTAGES: Debris will shed off the inclined lid halves and be diverted into
two debris pits. The lid is protected from dynamic pressures and shielded some-
vh at from radiation and thermal effects. Power requirements should be moderate.

DISADVANTAGES: It is difficult to seal the center joint, especially when peaked.
Reliability is somewhat degraded by two actuators, and two debris pits must
suivive.

SUMMARY: This concept or modifications may have some possibility of application
in the superhard range.
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Primary ClosureS.cnrClse

(-odw Cot-

Ground Debris Pit
Lir e

..vissile Cor-tuirer
Access

Shock Isolation
System

1~a Fot Dia.Exhaust Deflector~
Si lo

Silo Wall: 1/2" Steel Equipment Room
P1 ate with Rock
Anchors & Cr0

0

-J

FIGURE .1 -21

6.1.21 MULTIPLE CLOSURE CONCEPT/INCLINED SECONDARY CLOSURE
U-

'U

FUNCI IONAL DESCRIPTION: After st. r.- -l ear attack 'ie closure is covetee6 wits f, .'Ris Upon,
cormrnd the primary closure is opened and t ia debris foils into the silo 4h.. secor',, :;,st're
deflects the large debris particles to the debris pit and the small debris partklrl-s ',o, the si'-) shaft
deflected by the missile container.

ADVANTAGES: Primnary lid is flusi. with ground surface. No expose -4 edjes to Cidynmic or re-
flerted pressure Excel I et debris control.

DISADVAN1AGES: fhe seouenticl oper'Aion )f three (3) closures. Missile rrnt.st be stored in a
container.

SUMMARY: Could be developed for superkard applications.

Reference source- Memo: C. M. Gordier( -to R. S. Yoseph March 23, 1967
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Primary Closure Secondary Closu~re

-Annular Debris Pi$

Line

- Shock Isolafion
Access Shaf_ /SsejMissile Co~ner

15' Fot D a tExhaust DeflectorI SiloEquipment Room

S Silo Wall: 1,2" Steel
J Plate witi Rock
a~ Ancthors & Grout

FIGURE 6.1-22

CL0 FU .1.22 MULTIPLE CLOSURE CONCEPTA-IORIZONTAL SECONDARY CLOSURE

FUNC7IONALDESCRIPTION: Same as 6.1.21 - except primary closure sldes on tracks 'nor-
iz 0rtulW ,, open o-a larger debris pit is provided.

ADVANTAGES; Somie as 6. 1.21.

VI1SA DVAN AGES: Same as 6.2 21.

SUMMAR'i - A modification of this system appears feasicile fo! superhard en'vironmoert.

Refeerce source: Memo: G.M. Gardner
( to R.S. Yoseph, March 23, 1967

SHfEET 52
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Disp irseGroundPLine

N%- Deb r I

I'<

I Closure Lid

Figure 6.1-24

0 6.1.24 EXPLOSIVE DEBRIS REMOVAL CONCEPT WITH 1,2,3 FIRING SEQUENCI

~i FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: This concept shows a debris ren ovl system which can be
S applied to any methodU octuafing the lid. Sihaped charges, pro "-tled in the lid during the

z attack, are fired sequentially to break up and disperse .,he delirs on and around fhe closure

ADVANTAGES: Actuation of the lid can take plecc in a de,:ris free environment

DISADVANTAGES: It is improbable that the cI-:r.es canr 'e protected sufficiently during a
nuclTar Most, and then ine exposed and actliated wtien desiied with good reliability.

Y: SUMMARY: Not a practical -pplico'ion ar the '.ih gl ge

(
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Silo Lid Closure
Debris Disperse
h~tterr, Ground Level

2 I ll. ; A

Annular

Closure Actuator 15' ma. Debris Pit
Not shon Silo

Figure 6.1-25

6..1.25 EXPLOSIVE DEBRIS REMOVAL CONCEPT WITH It 2 FIRING SEQUENCE AND DEBRIS
Pit ...

F=TIOMAL DISCRIlMON: Same as shown on Fig. 6 .1-24,except space for the debris
is provided,

ADVAN'AGES: Seme as Fig. 6.1-24.

DI ADVANTAGES: Same as Fig.6.1-24,with the additional problems because it isnot flush.

SSUWY: Same as Fig. 6.1-24.
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Cable or Mechanism

I~hi I b in lI /---Debris

scrar
O rtIng K\ j

All scraper mnechanisms to
Scraperstoebelow grafto.

1a hardenedc t d
Position material poetv

Figure 6.1-26

I LI~ ~5I1CW pT. YAT. COXMPT

( M L in A mechanical scraping system is installed over a flush11pto, J tMck It can be pulled acros the lid by a cable and drum
system located in a hardened vault. Cable is protected in slots.

2"Anil The lid cia be actuated in a debris free environment.

ftb system must be hardened itself so that it can survive. All
W W e parts must be anchored down during surface erosion.

INot a good concept except at very low ranges.
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6.2 Additional Concepts and Variations

The fo~Iowing is a discussion of notes cand poir.ts as to the advantages and disad-

vantages of different geometrical shapes and support media for silo closure lids:

Shaped Doors (Domes Arches, etc., vs, Flat Slabs'

This type of structure provides:

Increased strength to weight ratio;

No appreciable vertical depth increase;

Requires debris pit, debris removal, o;' accommodations foi debris within the

silo structure.
.J

z

Ductile (Yieldable) vs. Elastic Design

No successful ductile design has beer oroposed for the closure alone. Most duct-( z
t ile designs involve the total structure. However, some success has been demonstrated in provid-

. nga crushable base or yieldable structure under the car) or incorporated in the silo wail. It is

- possible to introduce sufficient mass in the cap and closuie and select a c.rushing element strength

D to essentially cut the footing pressuie in half foi a reasonable cap stroke or displacemenw (2-7

feet foi three attacks). Mass is critical because the overpessuie positive pulse is long compaied

with surface structure yield time. Sufficient mass must be added above the yieldable element to

reduce the peak overpressure effects and/or reduce the wove velocity thiough the structure;

Concept offers considerob;e protection for remaining silo structure;

Tiis design would handle initial free-field upwaid displacements;

Structure would have to be restrained hoiizontally to prevent excessive sideways

do splacement;

Requires complete knowledge of surface effects elative to time, properties of

media and structural mateiiols and extensive analysis.

SHEE1 54
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Buried or Semit-buried.Lid Conceps

Some attenuation with depth is expected;

Provides additional protection from flyingy debris (ejecto);

Requires additional excavation per derDth of burial;

Increases maintenance problems and costs;

Provides additional thermal and radiation protection;,

lncreofes final debi is depth with increase in lid ope, atir requi~ements;

Relocates hardened stoucture away from surface effects (loading may be more uni-

form and predictable).

Integral and Symmetrical Concepts vs, Separate U1q Design
0

Loading the same from any ditection;

Analysis not dependent on direction;

2 Compatible with launchable lid or silo extension concepts;

Simplifies lid tie downs/locks;
t.

Compatible with cold launch in-iilo debris swallowig co:vcep,;

UJ Requires crane(s) for lid removal fo' maintenance;

Cornoatible with lid fly-out concepts and lid tethering concept;

Due to undefined negative loading and phasing of ditectionol loading an integral

design is more appealing than o separate cap.

Above Ground Shaped Lids and Silo Caps

Some designs supposedly emain above any debis level anc~outomaticolly shed thel

debris;

Above ground lid conicepts are subjected to oveipiesSue, reflected, iefrocted and

dynamic loading which ran be calculated acco' ding to niesen' daota;

(The combi na-rion of atiove ground and below ground bounch focilIi ty subjects thle

in terface Jound/ai) to sevee ber'ding aorocj wifri ottei loadings,
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7.0 DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERHARD CONCEPTS

The configurations on the following pages were evolved from the'proposals s

in section 6.0 of this document. The Baseline Criteria used is that which is outlined insection

7.1 below.

7.1 BASELINE CRITERIA

a. Overpressure level at the ground surface of the launch facility is 33 1/3X

psi.

b. The launch facility will be sited in competent rock.

c. The closure shall be designed to be opened within one minute, except that

up to 15 minutes shall be permitted for maintenance purposes.

d. The silo opening shall be 15 feet in diameter.

e. The survival period shali be two months.
I-

* f. The debris level to b. considered shall be ten feet per burst, for a total

ccumulation of thirty feet of debris.

7.2 PRELIMINARY 33 1X PREUMINARY CONFIGURATIONS

The following concepts are an outgrowth of section 6.0 of this document. It

shows an attempt to apply new configurations to superhard applications.

Each concept is evaluated and described on the face of the drawings.

It should be understood that no concept is in its ultimate geometrical form and

that all configurations could be improved, subject to a more detailed study.

7.2.1 FIGURE 7.2r1 SPLIT SLAB CLOSURE

The split slab construction has three layers, each composed of concentric rings

of high density concrete incased by steel. Centered over each of two outside half-lid tracks

ore two gas-operated actuators which on command separate the lid halves. The half-lid trocks

serve only to guide the lid's movement, not to bear the lid's weight. The annular debris pit

surrounding the silo and lid collects all debris that is shed from the lid's sloping top.C
SHEET 6
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( Th lid can -be traApoted to the launch site as six separte foyer halves.

Splitting the closure lid offers several advantages:

- no adjacent cove is needed to harbor the lid in open position,

- half-lid tracks protected by lid require less hardening,

- actuator force is 50% of that required to move the entire lid horizontally.

Limitations of Figure 7.2-1 include:

- superhard lip necessary,

- superhard seal requirement,

- silo wall's exposure to blast wave.

7.2.2 FIGURE 7.2-2 SPLIT DOME CLOSURE

The split dome lid has two actuators which an command slide the two half-lids0

J

on rails. All debris slides from the domed lid into an annular debris pit which is sloped 300.

Thus, the shack traveliig down the debris pit is diverted away from the silo walls and expends

/ its large reflection overpressure on rock 20 to 30 ft. away from the silo.

The superhardened lip is simply a concrete donut strengthened with steel bar.

o The steel liner is thicker near the hole opening and wram around the concrete donut.

1 th -lme closure is placed 10 - 15 ft. below ground level so that-. a. The hole

opening can be "necked" by several feet, b. The asymmetrical drag pressure and reflected

pressure felt by an object protruding above ground will be eliminated, and thus: c. A nearly

symmetrical overpressure is felt by the dome.

A domed closure appears to offer three distinct advantages:

- weight savings

- transportation ease

- efficient structural use.

Basically, the dome closure is a thin steel hemisphere around which are two con

centric hemispheres each built of rings of concrete incosed by steel. Each ring or half ring can

be transported separately to the launch facility site, thus demanding a carrier capable of trans-

SHEET 61
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-porting only 10 - 15% of total lid weight.

At the site the rings ae stocked one upon another beginning with the ring of

loegest diameter. When comtMcted this dome offers a closure which is very resistant to over-

pressure, especially a symmetrical loading. In this situadon the primary loading felt by each

ring is a uniform compresive loading. The interface betweet any two rings lies along a radiu

of the dome. Thus, the greater the oesure the harder the structural rings bind together to

bear the load in compression. 116caose of this compressive binding, fractures or cracki in a

ring due to debris penetration or to structural failure should not be a critical as in a silo struc-

ture. Also, multiple rings and multiple dome layers promise a high structural reliability.

For u split Jo" the outer ring-halves overlap like interlacing fingers to bear

0 th e meridional loads. - The overpr4sure on the dome sides squeezes the dome halves together.

An interesting possibiity in beyond-state-of-the-art materials is the use of

I Chemcor or Herculite II 91ma rings incased in a polymeric coating. Used in deep submergeable

(7 spheres these-materials show a compressve yield stress of .8-1 .250 06 psi.
The polymeric coating protects against surface scratches which lead to brittle

I-

l fracture and allows the glms to bear tremendous compressive loads. Glass, besides supplying a

S light weight lid, could prove satisfactory as a radiation shield.

Some limitations of Figure 7.2-2 are:

- superhard lip necessary

- superhm seal requirement

- dWe loading uncertainty due to variable shock azimuth.

7.2.3 FIGURE 7.2-3 BURIED DOME CLOSURE

At the time of construction the domed lid is buried under 20 - 30 ft.of sand or

removable sand bags. Surrounding the lid in a complete circle is an explosively-loaded, ex-

pendable arch which on command is obliterated, allowing the sand plus 30 ft. of blast debris to

fa II into a 30* inclined annular debris pit. Four gas actuators push the dome half-lids up and

( over the munde teslon ring, leaving the silo open for launch.

SHEET 62
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Directed explos.vs in the expendable arch and explosive rope break up the

sand and debris that may hrve hardened due to overpressure, ablation, time or a combustion

thereof.

An outsic, power source is required to close the lid. This could be a truck

portable block and tackle attached to the half-lid top and through the neck of the hole opening.

A bruied closure offers a number of advantages:

- The effective mass of the closure is greatly increased by the 20 - 30 ft.

of burial sand. Thus, a less massive lid is required.

- The burial material provides radiation and ablation protection for the

launch facility.

z - Rigidity of the hole walls is increased.0

- The filled hole prevents an overpressure shock from traveling down the
I-

hole un-attenuated.
a

( - Burial makes enemy detection difficult.

Limitations of Figure 7.2-3 include:

(- Greater hole depth required,
U,

- Uncertainty of explosives,

- Removal of burial material for maintenance.

7.2.4 FIGURE 7.2-4 BURIED HARD MOUNTAIN CLOSURE

This hard mountain buried closure functions similarly to Configuration Ill. Upon

command the explosive arch Is obliterated allowing the 20 - 50 tt. of burial sand any any hill-

side debris to fall into the debris pit. Three actuators withdraw a hinged lid stop allowing the

lid, guided by two tracks, to fall into the pit leaving the silo clear for launch.

The lid is constructed of two layers which are made of parallel laid steel l-bea

The lid must be strengthened locally in the area that serves as a support for one base of the ex-

pl osive arch. An outside power source, such as a block and tackle device, is required to close

(the lid; however, hole depth and mountain slope could be complications.
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The advantages of a buried hard mountain closure are the some as those listed P

for Figure 7.2-3. Disadv ,,ntages include:

- Possi~e hardening of burial material,

: Remnoval Of burial maoterial for maintenancef

- Costrutio of ver lage dbrispit

X

U&I
Kz
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( FIC URES 7.2-5A AND 7.2-5B WATER SUBMERGED CONCEPTS

7.2.5 The wote. submeiged concept consists of an encapulated missile with an in-

tegral closure. The missile -orita;ner is oncLre-- in rock with closure lid submerged in the

fluid of the debris pit provided.

Another configuration "ws the missile suspended in a fluid where the entire

cavity surrounding the missile container is the debris pit.

Advantages: open pit filled wih a fluid to protect silo from the effects of the

nuclear blast (heat radiation, and shock wave).

Disadvantages: water seals for the pressure vessal, fluid storage and main-

tenance provisions.

t.-

I

0

(
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FIGURE 72.-.6 VERTICAL LIFT CONCEPT

7.2.6 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The cor,.;epf shown in Figure 7.2-6 is developed' from Figure 6. 1-7. The

idea in this concept is to ver;iculy push the missile tube through 30 fo 35 feet of debris.

Once the missile tube closure is bovc the debris, (about 10 feet), thc silo lid would be

rotated to clear the .,issile opening fo, launc6, of missile.

The simplic'ty of the concept is lessenec' by 4-he ver-ical thrust required t o
S

push through the debris - pproximately 12,000,000 pounds.

C
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FIGURE 7.2-7 CLAMSHEL CLOSURE

7.2.7 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION:

After multiple nuclear burst the silo closure is covered with debris. Upon com-

mand the missile tube is pushed through to clear the debris level. The closure is opened by an

actuator system for missile launch.

Advantage:

This concept allows the closure and missile container to be constructed as a

unit. The clamshell shaped closure, after the initial break, will penetrate the debris with 1m

effort than a flat top surface lid. The closure configuration provides a positive-lock device.

Disodvntag-

- Power requirements are high. The missile silo and container must be designed

as a telescoping system and strong enough to take column action.

NOTE- To push through 35 feet of debris requires a force of 12,000,000 pounds

approximately.

Summary:
L,.

uThe clamshell closure concept with silo and missile container buried in soil

could be effective for superhard applications.

(
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( FIGURE 7.34 CYLINDRICAL SILO CLOSURE

7.2.8 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

In the cylindrical silo closure the lid rotates 60" clockwise by means of an

actuator to align the'Offteen foot diameter opening in the 1sd with the silo opening for missile

launch. See Figure 7.2-8A, 8B and 8C.

Advantage:

The concept has good debris control, the debris slides down into the pit by way

of the sloping silo lid surface. It is protectedirom pressure effects. The closure system pro-

vi des good bearing surfoa for the lid. Moderate power required - approximately 400 hp.

Disadvantage:

The debris pit must be large and hardened to prevent collapse during several

nuclear bursts. The lid must have a large diameter to accommodate the missile launch opening

( + and provide sufficient bearing surface for the closure system.

,/
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( ~FIGURE7.2-9 SPHERICAL SILO LID CLOSURE

7.2,9 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The spherical silo lid function is the some as the cylindrical rotating silo lid

closure. See Figure 7.2-8A.

A6dntages:

The spherical silo lid concept provides a greater bearing surface !nd a stronger

structural section.

Same as figure 7.2-8A

Summary:
zThe spherical silo lid could possibly be used in a superhard environment.

ILl
U.

II

II
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OSURE

RIVER LEVEL 40'X 16' WIDE

GROUND LINE FLUID LEVEL

CLOSURE ACTUATOR

40*

BACKPACKING

-- MISSILE CONTAINER

,, " F "" STRUCTURAL""PI

BACRING CONTAINERBAC.@ACKNG ' 'JSUPPORT

"..MISSILE CONTAINER

I W.
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

DEBRIS FROM NUCLEAR BLAST FALLS INTO DEBRIS PIT PROVIDED
ON COMMAND THE CLOSURE IS OPEN BY ACTUATOR MISSILE IS
LAUNCH BY AIR ELEVATOR

ADVANTAGE

iAS MEANS OF ATTENUATING HEAT AND RADIATION EFFECTS)
IN ADDITION TO PROVIDING A DEBRIS PIT FLUID ACT AS
BACKPACKING, MODERATE POWER REQUIRED

DISADVANTAGE
MISSILE CONTAINER MUST BE DESIGNED AS A WATER SEALED
PRESSLN[E VESSEL/FLUID MUST BE KEPT ;N A LIQUID STATE.
CLOSURE ACTUATOR REQUIRED TO OPERATE IN A LIQUID.

FIGURE 7.2-
WATER SUBMERGED CONCEPT
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so

-ADVANTAGE & DISADVANTAGE
SAME AS FIGURE 7-5
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GROUND LINE

010 LINE -FLUID LINE SILO CLOSURE

-CLOSURE ACTUATOR J

/HORIZONIAL
SUPPORTDEBRIS PIT

(4 REQUIRED)

14

SEAL MSL

1~ ~ MISSILE CONTAINER PRESSURE VESSEL-BAPCKN

VERTICAL, SUPPORT

CRUSHABLE

FIGURE 7
WATER SU"MRGF.O CONCEPTS
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VERTICAL LIFT

DEBRIS LEVEL (,

GROUND LINE

A. ~ALO CLOSURE AT REST

4

RETAINER RING

SILO CLOSURE Ca REST SILO CLOSURE AND
* MISSCLE CONTAINER RAISED PO

FUNCTIONAL. DESCPIPTION: -DISADYANTAGE:
THIS IJD IS CUMPLETELY FLUSH WITH THE VERTICAL LIFT REQUIRES A LARGE POWER
GROUND SURFACE. ON CO]MMAND THE AC-TUMAOR SHAFt AND MISSILE CONTAINER

hV$LECONAIER NDACTUATOR lltDE$IG1NED TO CARRY CANTILEVERLA
5#9FTIS USED PWRDTHRU THE JMISjt TUBE WILL BE SUBJECT TO LARGE,
)ESISAN ROATS IDTO CLEAR THE mo~wNTS.NO HANDLING OF,, DEBRIS PROV

~UUOTOENING M FLAT SU-RFACE 60F THE CLOSURE MAkES-*
ADVANTAGE: *,,k--ULT TO PENETRATE FROZEN OR INTER'

ikOVIES PROTECTION AG AINST
UYI5MIC AND kRFETED PRESSURE.
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VERTICAL LIFT

.>z~jJ .,SILO LID

RETAINER RING

' IACTUATOR SHAFT ,TE

*/DEBRIS

I MISSILE CONTAINER

' ,.. " , . . DEBRIS

• ... .V

SILO CLOSURE AND SILO CLOSURE RAISED AND ROTATED
LE CONTAINER RAISED POSITION

SUMMARY?
JIRES A LARGE POWER SOURCE. A MODIFIED VERSION MAY BE USED TO HANDLE
kND MISSILE CONTAINER MUST LOWER DEBRIS LEVELS.
ARRY CANTILEVER LOADS.
BE SUBJECT TO LARGE BENDING

4DLING OF DEBRIS PROVIDED.
OF THE CLOSURE MAKES IT
TRTE FROZEN OR INTERLOCKED

FIGURE 7,;-

VERTICAL LIFT CONCEPT
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SILO LID SECTION
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0 ENCLOSURE COVER
REMOVED i

DEBRIS

'Ai

AUATOR
FIGURE 7.,.

CLAMSHELL SILO CLOSURE
(RAISED AND OPENED POSITION)
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SILO CLOSURE

r-r~4-LINE OF CPlEtiNG Al
I ' i GROUND LEVEL

-' ~-LINE OF DEBRIS PIT

ROTATE
CLOCK-WISE 600 CL OSU REziTO OPEN OPENED

t= =14POSITION
FI'

150 D_ I A

0 LOPENING J

CLOSURE SUPPORT rCLSAD
zSTRUCTURE l

zGROUND LEVEL ROSUNRE\EBI
q OF SILO SURFACE

z SILO CLOSURE -

CLOSED

- - DEBRIS PIT
THROAT

4 OF OPENING IN LID

FIGURE 7 .2-8A( ROTATING CYLINDRICAL LIDi CONCEPT
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I ROTATE 600
TCLOSE POSITION,)~

OF OPENING -

ROTATING CYLINDRICAl LID

SECTIO ..- DIRECTION OF MOVEMENI

(2 REQUIRED) \,,

SLIDING KEYWAY

z/

0

SPLIT SLIDING CYLINDRICAL LID

z

- SIRUCTURAL SECTION

DIRECTION OF --- LIDING

MOVEMENT

SLIDING CY INDRICAl. LID

FIG(J1L /.2-8B
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8.0 C0NCLIOMN AND RWOMBTIO iS PART I

This closure and debris handling study has coicerned itself vit' clos.res

indnepedetly of the !a;;.-her structure, and at extreme overprt-ss -re levela 11ke

33 1u. It is nfortunate t.at at this poiit in time (December, 1967) '.:e tech-

nical corimunity is still undecided as to survivability limits for cavity' t.-

structures constructed in rock. There is promise that suca a decision is fort;.-

coming within a rew moaths because of the urgenc' of implementi.ng a new narde.,ed

national weapon -ysten. Survivability or such struct-ires apparently depe ,is

mostly on the anticipated rock stress at a given air overprers:re level, a,-.d t.,e

various authorities are in disagree.me:nt to such a. extent that tnis rock str 2.3

could be predicted an where from levels equal to thie aJ r overpressre, p p'. seven

times that amount. This being the case, the regon i vestigated in this std:

could well be outside the realm of practicability becase the la'i:1-her strict,ires

( a ;under the closures might not be survivable. I.- order to benefit C rc.u this stud',

~it is imperative that accepted levels of survivability be regog.-ied, a.id i,he

o closure and debris handling stuly reoriented ifi rejuired.
Uj

The results of the research to date, as reprenented i:& Sctio-1 7.0, has

se'rved to illustrate only some of the diffi.culties associated" wtth desi-A:i 'g

the 33 1/3X pressure level. The problems encouitexed i:i the co'iceptual phase

concerning debris accomodation and closure configlirations has overshadowed other

equally critical design factors i.cluding structoral dynamics, radiatiol cfects

and actuation mechanization.

The problem of debris at the specified level results i. two basic r:.et'ods

of accomcdation. The first is a debris pit or by ingesting the debris i- so e

maanner, and the second is by brute force penetration of the debris by a pnsh out

device

L......~83
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The debriz ptt scheme is attractive rZom its coaceptaal splicitf but

it has several serious problems, including the large size required, the structural

complication of adjacen cavities in rock, and the undetermInate %'olimt of debris

likely in an open debris pit.

A secondary closure or separate closure for the debris pit is the only
deflable pit concept etnd is recommender. below hor further stdy.

The penetration or brute fore coacept has the advantage of bet:.g Ere-

cdctable and although the power requirements are extremely hKgh, the., are still

conceivable when taken in context with other requirements of tre system. A.al-

L tical work Is underway within Boeiag to Aefi-e the push o.it forces for this typez

J of closure. This work should be available for future design effort. The other
• major complication of frozen debris is not well defined but is estimated to be a

( - fraction of the load due to the debr.s at high debris levels.

Both concepts are considered feasible functionally with the assimption

of structural feasibility and compatibility with other requirements. The pene-
tration method can be idontified as the most promising concept to date for the

severs design conditions of the study.
This closure configuration Illustrated In Section 7.1 have been evaluated

from a static overpressure requireent and are considered ad.equate only for this

coaition. Actuation schemes are illustrated conceptually and it was iot possible

to develop latches during the study period. Likewise, specific ablation allow-

ances and shielding se!mes were not developed for the closures, as finite re-

quirements were not available. Further' development work to include these require-

meats is recommended below.

All of the concepts which are rated as being feaseible (showur i., Section

(7.0) are concepts which do not account for other possible functional reqiireme-its

5Hi- 84
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of the launchers, such as air breathing for post attack s'^Arvival poer systems.

SE.en vithout such ?opllcations, these concepts, tough feasible are generally

complicated and obviously will be extremely expe.asive to fabricate.

The study has progressed. to tne point of recogaiin g tree co.ifiguratio::s

which mertt further developm:.t. The task of developing the next level of detail,

evaluating the configurations and rakiag cost anal..sis as indicated o- tne st d

* plan were not accomplistled in 1967, iow!?ver, the conceptual evalaatio l as appllc-

able to high decris levels will apply regaraiess of the correspoiding tiomi,,al

overpressure level.
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The follow-on effort to the study vill logically Inclde cowple io-i of

the primary objectives originally described as a first coas:derat-ion. Additional

effort to further define design factors and llmittio s can be Ideatified which

will add confidence to the results and improve the tech, ical base of the study.

The recommended study can be broken iato fo-ur areas of effort.

I. D~rvelop ev updated configurations of ttree feasible coicepts as

follows.

a. Vertical lift corcept with debris shiei. 8Fl . 7.2-c). odif, at

least to provide multiple actuators.

Z b. Clamshell closure (Fig. 7.2-7) witn capabill y to raise closure

and launcher through debris.

c. Closed debris pit concept using either secoadar:- closure to

p.- "divert debris to pit or separate debris pit closure.

Develop these feasible confiWdirations tc a functio.Ial level of detail

which includes:

1. Dynamic structural capability for basic stricture and compo-
e~tI.

2. Operating mechaniigaw for closures, actuators, latches, debris

penetrators and frangible devices. Inclde power soArces i-,

design.

3. Composite stru.ctural design of closures "or strength a id

radiation attenuation effectiveness.

4. Ablation allowances and high temperature strength loss for

exposed surfaces.

II. Perfonn Cost and iMteriai Analjsis for the coicepts developed above.

j 3HE.' 86
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Costing to be liited to a first estimate based on material qAnttles

and unit costs. )iterial analysis to i.aclude availability, sources,

lead times, fabricators and production capacity. This research also

is to be done to a first level of defilition with the objeetlve of

recognizing problem areas associated w-ith trie large size compo,eats

and quantities of materials iavolired.

IlI. Improve the technical base of the stad ,i by:

a. Further research into the total environet to provide specific

currently acceptable ground rales for the desigr ef fort. i:volved

o in I. above.

o. Seek further staff support for design evaliation aw1d develope .t

z in critical areas. Usei.1 work to promote.-esig coifideace

could be done in the areas of structirsl aaalysis, d.=mmc loads

analysis, corposite structure aaalyois for stre.agth/radlatiori

shielding optlinization, debris peaetraticq anal.-sls a ad actuator

po er sources.

c. Maintain surveil!ace of expected advaaceen,3 in n .rva lt.,

limits, rock/structule interactions, and weapons effects criteria

including denris levels and ablation efects.

d. Study the effects Of other functional reqiirements iacludiag

air eutrainmeot components, mainteuance aca.ess and missile emplace-

ment,

IV. Contirue developsaut of other co.cepts which can be shown to kiave

feasibility similar to those recoeueded above. Suggested approackes

which have not been worked to date Jnclide:
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a. COibliaaton a-proaen to debris handlia. An .rider3ized debris

pit wuld reduce the Aebris level to a pniat vhere a, sisjle

clossre could penetrate tbe regiaig debris.

b. A dynmic meth.od of debris remomal has been s-4 sted using

explosives or a large gas Se.erator to blow t~e debris aside.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to present the 1968 results of a Company funded
study of survivable "super-hard" launch facility ciosure systems and debris
handling methods.

This document is a continuation of the work performed in 1967 under TRP 363
(Technical Research Program) directed toward "Superhard (Cold Launch) Mlssile
Launch Facilities.

The work performed in 1968 and presented herein is basically a direct follow-up
of the recommendations and conclusions made at the end of the 1967 effort.
'D2-125499-1) (PART I)

1.1 OFJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STU'DY

The prime objectives of the 1968 effort were to dcvl-3p preliminary designs
:or three launch facility closure concepts wirich uill function at tile limits
of survivability, to define and evaluate the weapons effe"ts parameters at

! . rhe limit of survivability, and to provice a basis for a cost analysis for the
o closure systems.
-j

; The closure designs were intended to be developed to a high confidence level
and in sufficient detail to allow a realistic cost analysis to be performed.

Z The objective configurations as a result of the previous work include three-, concepts as follows:,

A, Debris Penetrating Closure,
CL

In this concept the facility closure only is pushed through the accumulated

debris from the specified attack model.

B. Debris Penetrating Launcher

in this concept the entire launcher assembly as a unit is pushed
throv, jh the debris before launch.

C. Debris Pit Concept

This concept includes a closed fallity with a primary blast closure
and a secondary closur.- over the launcher to deflect the falling debris
into a debris pit when the primary closure is opened.

Debris penetrating closures were to be developed as the most promising function-
ally for the extreme conditions assuried. The debris pit concept was to be
developed to illustrate the limitations of this approach and to evaluate cost
of the system when exposed to the total environment at high overpressure condi-
tions. The weapons effects were to be further investigated and defined to
providt quantitative data on all parameters which could be utilized in the design
effort.

A cost analysis was to be performed only to a first level, based on material
quantities and unit costs. The objectives were ti provide a cost magnitude

us 469t 1434 REV.$-65 ]
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1.1 (Continued)

for superhard closure systems for future system cost efforts, and to provide

cost comparison among the developed concepts.
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( 2.0 swwAY 0? 1968 RESULT

The 1968 effort has resoulted in an evaluation and interpretation of recent
weapons effects information, tl'e identification of additional critical design
paremet3rs applicab]e to "superhard" concepts, and the development of prelimi-
nary designs for launch faci.Aty closares which have a good probability of
surviving the total environment as interpreted in this study. In addition,
qiantitative design data for debris penetration has been obtained and repro-
duced for reference.

The study effort has resulted in five c.osure configurations being .eveloped to
s first level of definition. The configurations are variations of the three
concepts idontified above as study objectives. Included are one penetrating
closure configuration, two versions of the penetrating laincher concept, and
two versions of the debris pit concept. The debris penetrating launcher
identified as No. It wil survive all of the weapons effect. postulated for
this stuIy (Section 5.3), however, further design should not be pursued without
first developing a more definitive environpental model.

Daring the study effort, the most recent data on the effects of nuclear bursts
Z of high megaton yields and the response of the emplacement medium (soil and

rock) to the bursts were obtained and interpretel. Selected maximum values oT
the weapons effects parameters for a range of postulated attack conditionF
were utilized an design criteria In developing the study configuratio. nThe
debris enviroaent definition used in the study has resulted in the debris

(penetration forces, the debris particle size, and the impact velccity at the
facility becoming key parameters. Previous st 4ies have not included a critical

• *evaluation of these parameters and the resulting design influence is significant.

Limitations
C
U.

L, In order to proeeed with preliminary design of closures and components, certain
assumptions were necessary in areas outside of the scope of the st.dy:

1. It wa;s necessary to assame that a basic launch facility structar, can
be designed which will survive. The design of the facilivy is far
beyond the scope of the study and tn fact the technical community
cannot yet define a structure which will survive the attack conditions
when located at the ground surface. In addition to basic sarvival
capability, the facility stricture would be required to simultaneoisly
withstand the dynamic reactions of the massive closare end components.

2. The study configurations are developed arouAnd a particular model for
debris quantity and particle size distribution, which is noted below
to be a compromise between models proposed by various researchers.
L aination of the configurations will show them to be highly depen-

dent on the debris model utilized in the areas of debris depth and
debris impact parameters. The configurations and even the concepts
can change if the debris environment is made less lemanding. Likewise,
any si tficant increase in the requirements d4e to debris would
require new concepts.

S)104
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2.0 (Continued)

3. The scope of the designs has been limited by assumine steel shell
closure structires for consistency of approacn. The ae, '.opwent of
a small diameter closure as shown in Figure 5.3-2 wolld allow
consideration of other materials, such as r-einforced concrete fcr
this closure if further work were c3nsilered.

4. An accurate analysis of the dynami" response of the closure components
was nct accomplished. As noted in lqter paragr-tph&, many of the
closure components cannot survive elastically if the free-field
dynamic shock spectrum 's used to define loadings.
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( 3.0 WLAPO.JS EFFECTS - FURTHER DEFINITION

Recent work performed in the area of weapons effects has identified new conditions
that must be considered. For this reason a restatement of the review of Weapons
Effects included in the 1967 documentation is offered here, expanding the
description.

The following discussion is inten4cda to provide a broad picture of weapons
effects from high yield weapons, inclu,ing some specific Lunsiderations that
are possible .but unproven.

At the present time there appears to be reasonably good agreement on many of
the nuclear weapons effects that might result from a nuclear attack involving
a true surface burst of some megatonnage over competent "rock". ,Most of the
differences of opinion arise with respect to thit consequences of tile effects
within a particular rock-site environment. The descriptions being furnished
for crater formation, resulting uebris, and magnitude of direct transmitted
ground stress show wide variation. Debris dimensions vary up to an order of
magnitude and direct transmitted stresses vhry up to a factor of four.

'his is understandable when the sources of test data ana analysis are considered.
All data and analysis currently being used derives from various interpretations
e past detonations of high explcsive devices and nuclear devices. None of
these are exactly appropriate to explosions that would be expected from current

Z threats. From the many interpretations the extreme interpretations have been
c "letted into a "big crater school" and a "small crater school" with debris

( descriptions differing by-an order of magnitude, or more, dependent upon range.
(Once crater size has been established by any of tne authors the geometric
proportionment of debris to crater is reasonably consistent with that of the
other authors.) Currently, Boeing personnel charged with responsibility for
nefinition of weapons effects criteria are endorsing an intermediite position
as the description against whi.'.h designs might logically be performed.

Since specific testing to resolve the differences in crater and debris descrip-
tions is denied by the existence of the nuclear test ban treaties, there can
not be any certainty that the weapons effects description will remain constant.
Indeed, the experience of the past year has shown that description to be quite
fluid and greatly 'influenced by degree of conservatism assumed by others with
respect to probability of particular threats and particular weapons effects.
or this reason it is a necessity withinT this study, to select some reasonable

combination of weapons effects, for purposes of establishing design criteria.
Since the combinations of weapons fifects that can result from various yield
weapons, varying site conditions, and varying ranges are very numerous, selected
maximum values were used tor the study.

3.1 DESIGN OVERPRESSURL LEU'L AIND Alt< LASI EF14LC/

t'revious work was perforned using a somewhat arbitrary nominal overpressure
level as a design point for evaluating launch facility requirements. Advances
in the definition of weapons effects parameters and in soil/structure inter-
action stud es hate demonstrated that there is a location with rc.pect to he

( weapon crater, inside of which it Is ipractical to deiine a survivable facility.
As with other paramLeterb, this location is variable with weapon yiuld, siting,
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( 3.1 (Continued)

burst height, etc.. however, it can be associated with a nominal overpress'ire
less than that used for previous work.

Accordingly a new arbitrary norinal design overpressure of 20K psi. has been
selected as a reasonal-le design point for the present study. The other weapons
effects parameters assumed are roughly the corresponding values considered a
reasonable design maximum from various attack possibilities.

The build-up of pressure from the detonation and its subsequent decay in the form
of a rapidly moving spherical shock front result in the primary peak over-
pressure wave felt at the facility as the shock frent passes over it. For larger
weapons and higher overpressures, this effect will be felt at the faci.it7
-within two tundred milliseconds. The velocity of the front could approach
tens of thousands of feet per second. Decay of the overpressure afte.r passage
of the shock front is very rapid. i'owever, conservative design indicates that
the surfaces of interest be exposed to the full overpressure effects. This
results in a very severe loading on the facility and adjacent site medium.
Positive overpressure will continue for several seconds after tlie passage of the

z shock front. The result of impingement of the shock front on protrusions or
inGentations on the surface will produce reflected shock values significantly

S greater that the incident overpressure value.

i From the time of arrival of the shock front there will be transient wind condi-
r tion existing at the facility, through the positive phase of the overpressure,.

and continuing through the negative phase. The initial wind velocities will be,
in the crder of tens of thousands of feet per-second and will then decay in
hnre or less direct proportion to the overpressure decay. The later winds in
the period of negative overpressure and final stages of the positive phase,

0 whIle not high in velocity, will be sufficiently strong to cause displaceients

,.. of any unattached projecting sur.a,'e materials. The influence of wind on debris

_ movement, deposition, and abrasive erosion of surfaces must be considered.

3.2 ?A.DTATION "rFECTF

The first effects felt at a facility from detonation of a nuclear device will be
the nuclear radiation. This is accomparied by an intense thermal radiation pulse
from the initial burst, and followed by a longer thernal pulse as the site is
engulfed by the fireball.

Vithin the first few millistconds there will he a bombardment of tlie facility
surface by X-rays, prompt gamma rays, neutrons, secondary gammas, as well as
the efiects of neutron capture. Sufficient shielding must be provided by the
closure system to attenuate the initial radiation pulse to a level which will
not affect the equipment within the facility.

rhe same radiation energy also resalts in damage to the structural and natural
materials that comprise the surface as a consequence of the conversion of that
radiation energy to heat. The heatinp effects will be a fun,'ticn or the
material abt ,rption properties, df, ensions of the materials, and their thermal

( Lharacteristics. This heat may be sufficient to cause ablation of some materials
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3.2 (Continued)

through vaporization and melting, sufficient to cause degradation of t'e
mechanical properties of some materials to significant depths below surface,
and possibly sufficient to result in thermral shock of the materials. Further,
tae consequences of differential heating to differing components of composite
materials, such as steel-reinforced concrete could result in additional damage.

From the initial formine of the fireball at detonation, heat is radiated in
all directions, the first radi3nt heat arriving with the radioactivity. As
the fireball develops, the heat radiated to the facility increases. The vacim
heating at the facility occurs when the fireball has grown to sufficient size
to envelope the facility surface, radiating to arid conducting heat to that
surface. This will occur inmed'ately following passage of the overpressure
shock front. It continues in existence with high input to the facility
throughout the period of the positive phase of overpressure. The negative
phase, with ground wind reversal will force the rising of the fireball from
direct contact with the surface. Hlowever, for many seconds the heat of the
once again remote fireball will be sufficient to cause very significant radiant
heat reaching the facility. The total effect of all of these phases of the

z heating of tile facility will be sufficient to cause vaporization and melting
of many of the structural and natural naterials that might exist at the
facility. The degree to which this ablation might occur should, perhaps,

I ~ be estimated conservatively sinje it is conceivable that the ablation would be,
occuring at the heat of melt rather than at the higher heat of vaporization,

Z particularly during periods in which either wind or debris might be eroding

the surface as rapidly as it reaches a fluid state.

In addition, the direct heating of the surface of the facility combined with
S high temperature molten deposits carried by the dynamic wave could result in

a fused layer which may In effect weld adjacent surface components together.

The additional phenomena of heating tc significant depth, followed by ground
shock, thermal shock, or steam from ground water can produce looso debris
which can be carried over the facility by later winds. High velocity pro-
jectiles from this source can cause severe damage to surface structures.

For the developed configurations the closure mass and over-burden required
by the overpressure level and debris impact criteria provide protection from
all radiation and surface effects including heating, ablation and spallation.

3.3 CROLNI SPOCK-DATA AD 1,I ERP.F.ATYON

ithin an interval of about 100 milliseconds after the arrival of tile air over-I pressure shock'wave, the effects which are transmitted through the ground will
reach the facility. Since shocks transmitted through the ground do not get the
same form of spatial attenuation with rarpe that occurs in the air, the ratio
between shock indiced by air overpressure and the direct Vroun- transmitted
shock is Ararlablc. In general, the nature of air chock is predictable while
that of ;rund transmitted shock Is no,. The structure of tae medium through

,hich ground shocks are transmitted is generally variable and the resulting r.-
flections can cause either magnification or attcruation of the tratismrtted
shock.
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3.3 (Continued)

The facility is subject to severe loadings due to both the ground stresses,
which can be several times the air overpressure, and the motions induced by
the shock phenomenon. The definition of the basic facility is beyond the
scope of the study and it must be assumed that a basic facility can be de-
signed to survive. The ground shock effects to be considered for the closure
designs are the motions experienced by the facility at its location with
respect to the crater.

The ground shock criteria is presented as a "free field" shock spectrum w.ich
represents the maximum expected values of displacement, velocity and accelera-
tion to be experienced in the ground at the facility due to the ground shock
effects.

From the free field spectrum a "response" spectrum is prepared by applying
suitable factors and this represents the corresponding displacement, velocity
and acceleration response of an object (a simple spring mass system) to the
ground shock.

Data are usually presented for vertical and horizontal components and for both
air induced and direct induced (groid transmitted) effects.

The available shock spectra for the high o.erpressure regions from nuclear
bursts of high yield weapons are many and greatly variable. The shock spectra
are a rather imprecise definition of the actual ground motions experienced at

(a facility. This is due mainly to the variability of the transmission in the
earth. However, the spectra are the only practical method of describing the
effects and are satisfactory for preliminary design purposes. For the present
study a single response spectrum representing a probable maximum environment
has been used for both horizontal and vertical components. This is presented

o in Figure 3.3-1.
U.

Interpreting a shock spectrum for design purposes can only be done by assuming
the component under consideration as a simple harmonic oscillator. The spectrum
presents the maximum displacement, velocity, and acceleration response of the
component to the event represented by the spectrum (by definition). The com-
ponent is then analyzed to a displacemaent, velocity, gr acceleration, and stresse
calculated accordingly. This procedure is generally suitable for preliminary
design purposes and is the method utilized in evaluating the response of the
developed designs.

More exact analysis requires that finite corponencs and groups of components
be subjected to a specific driving pulse and their response calculated. This work
requile the support of technical specialists, beyond the scope of this study.

3.4 DEBRIS ENVIROM"T

In addition to the weapons effects of radiation, thermal pulse, shock, ground
motion, peak overpressure, and dynamic pressure, a very severe and uncertain
debris e vironment will exist at the facility. The debris environment includes
high velocity "wind swept" early debris, large quantities of bulk debris and
large particle impact effects.

SH[rET log
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3.4 (Continued)

Previous work in debris definition has paid scant attention to the mechanism
of debris depositions or tAe effects of the debris particle size on the sur-
vival and functioning of the facility in the debris environment. (The particle
size as noted below can vary from dust to large boulders.) This lack of
identification has not been significant so long as the levels of debris
predicted have been low.. For the regions nearer the crater that are currently
being explored in attempting to achieve the greatest possible hardness, debris
levels are becoming significant and the predicted distribution of debris in
the final deposition is such that this factor is becoming of prime importance
in design. In addition, further evaluation of the probability of large debris
particles arriving at the facility in free flight from the crater has resulted
in the damage due to impact becoming important.

Various models for debris quantity, size distribution, and arrival mechanisms
are being proposed and the definition is at least as uncertain as the ground
shock descriptions. The possibilities of changes in site conditions, level
of burst for nuclear detonations, and changes in the required probability
of survival fr - facility, dictate that designs be conservative in debris con-
siderations.

For lzrge weapons, high debris levels are being predicted with wather high
probabilities. In addition, the debris is described as having a significant
number of large particles on the order of 10 to 40 feet equivalent sphere

_ diameter. When this description is coupled with the minimum conditions by which
ejected debris could reach the facility in free flight, velocities of several
hundred feet per second result and the impact damage can be potentially more
severe than the damage caused by the earlier mentioned effects. The present

o study has been performed on the basis of a relatively severe debris model to
illustrate the order of magnitude of the possible effects and the type and
size of components required to accommodate these debris levels.

Previous design effortsin the 1967 study have already defined the debris
handling problem as a controlling design factor and suggested that brute force
penetration of the debris or a large debris receiver are the most probable
successful concepts available. The evaluation of debris impact to a first
level of definition has been performed during the present effort. The debris
model assumed for the study is defined below.

3.4.1 DEBjI$ DI3r1UBL'MfCN iJD SIZES

The currently favored (by Boeing) debris model is considered to be a conserva-
tive one with a finite percentage of the debris volume being of a particle size
comparable to the nominal debris depth.

A typical size distribution definition is shown in Figure 3.4.1-1 and this
represents the assumed conditions. The curve -eprezent3 the
distribution of various particle sizes within a given area and can be inter-
preted to estimate the size distribution in the bulk debris, and also to
estimate th- probability of having to push aside a large particle at any given
site. It is significant to note that the bulk of the debris is in fairly large
particle sizes (on the order of the closure radius) and that the probability of

. ' 4 F
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3.4.1 (Continued)

having a large particle on top of any facility is relatively high. The bulk
debris condition is reflected in the penetration requirements below: The
effects of the very large particle sizes possible cannot be fully evaluated
without further information but it is presently felt that the direct lifting
of the particle is no problem and side thrust is the effect which may be
critical to a push out member. Practical judgement suggests that the very
large particles are unlikely to come to rest at any remote location in one
piece even if they do exist as the crater is formed. Accordingly, a maximum
particle size of about 15 ft. equivalent sphere diameter has been used for
evaluation on the basis that this is a somewhat critical size for clearance
reasons in debris pit concepts and also for impact conditions assumed.

3.4.2 QUmfliM iATM TO PIT coW -7T

The bulk depth of debris anticipated for the present study makes the concept
of a debris pit untonable at the nominal level. However, the uncertainty of
the model and siting variability indicates that it is indeed conceivable that

Z the amount of debris to be handled could be reduced. This would allow re-
o consideration of debris pit concepts and accordingly the requirements have

been investigated.

Because of the nature of volume requirements for a debris pit when high levels
are considered an arbitrary upper limit was established for the study and theZ

concepts developed around this limit. The maximum volume of debris to be con-
sidered wag assumed to be that which could be accommodated in a receiver of the

W same diameter and maximum depth as the missile facility. This results in a
.

pit 25 ft. in diameter and 108 ft. maximum depth having a nominal volume of
53,000 cubic feet.

0

V The debris depth which corresponds to this volume is based on a conical
D depression in the bulk debris formed at a nominal angle of repose of 350

from the horizontal.

Figure I-C--2 (APPENDIX I) presents the volume of the depression as a function
of nominal debris depth when the facility opening is 15 feet in diameter.
This results in the debris pit configurations shown having the capability
of-handling a 23 ft. nominal debris level. This is much less than the required
capability of 36 ft. which would require 149,000 cubic feet of receiver.

3.4.3 DEBRZY PL3RATION

The direct penetration or "Push-out" concept has been taken as the most
definable and most likely method of designing a facility which will function
for high debris levels. The magnitude of the push-out force required is
readily recognized as being high just from the overburden effect at the
depths under consideration.

Previous work has been hampered by lack of information on the properties of
the bulk iebris as they resist penetration from below.

7-~.es-u113
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3.4.3 (Continued)

Recent work by Boeing has provided theoretical and non dimensional quantitative
data which provides further definition of debris penetrating forces for large
irregular particles. This data has been used for sizing the penetrating
closures of the study. The data is based on a theoretical model of sand and
experimentally determined factors for the variation with size. This
is shown in Appendix 1. The resulting debris penetrating torces are ex-
tremely high and while they require mechanical ,systems which are near the
limits of the state of the art, they are considered feasible functionally.

3.4.4 Dm18S DWAC

The possibility of large boulders arriving in free flight at the facility
has been discussed above and is considered a positive design requirement for
the debris environment under consideration.

Very little work has been done in this area because the previous design debris
levels have not required it. The effects of large masses of alluvium

> (unconsolidated silt, sand, and gravel) being ejected from a test device have
z bten observed and studied in connection with the Sedan Test in Nevada and is
0

described in Refermce 1. The very significant damage caused by these
rX masses of unconsolidated material when they impacted a structure and the

craters or ground depressions formed t hen they Impacted the ground suggest
that this phenomenon is of some tm*ortance.

z
LU

9- The referenced paper proposes a model for impact phenomenon which is based
on an equivalent pressure pulse of triangular shape which is developed by
an Impulse-Mmentum approach with given mass, velocity and time paraiters.
This model is shown in the appendin: with a 15 foot diameter particle arriving

o at the fte1ty at 300 feet per second. The resulting 10,000 psi equivalent

pressure on a non yielding surface ii modified for the present designs by
providing a gravel overburden on the facility. This will allow less rapid
deceleration of the impactg particle which will reduce the peak pressure
on the closure. The reduction has not been evaluated and the overburden is
shown as a possible method of attenuating the effects below the nominal
20X psi design capability.

A

It must be noted that while the assumed particle and velocity represent
the limit of the design capability under the assumed conditions, they
klso represent a relatively small particle in the illustrated debris model
and the minimum energy trajectory for arrival at the facility. Further
consideration of the possible particles and high velocity trajectories can
result in an impact consideration which is nearly impossible to design for.

The conditions assumed have been chosen for illustration of the magnitude of
the phenomenon and the sensitivity of the designs to the debris model.
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( 4.0 DESIGN CONSIDUATIO'JS

The total weapons effects environment results in the recognition of three
primary design factors which will determine the basic configurations of
closure systems. These are:

1) Nominal overpressure ad air blast effects

2) Debris environment

3) Ground shock envirogmeat.

The concepts selected for study were categorized with the debris handling
methods being the most significant difference between approaches. Two
basic debris handling'aAfbods are recognized. The first is a brute force
penetration of the debris by mechanical means. The second is a debris pit
concept where the. debris is allowed to fall into a pit, leaving the clodure
exposed and unobstyucted for opening.

- The basic functional requirements considered for the development of the
designs were limited to survival of the weapons effects and providing a
post-attack functioning system for opening the facility to allow missile

-. launch. A one attack criteria was assumed, however the conservative elastic
approach used in 'the design definition will provide an inherent mult-.ple
attack capability if this objective is met, with the limitation that the
total deposited debris depth cannot exceed the nominal value.

The penetration approach has been developed to the point of defining three
3 configurations, each having unique features and problems. The first, most

direct approach is to push the silo closure and a debris shield assembly
- alone through the debris (Fig.'.e l). The second approach is basically

to push the entire launcher through the debris. This is accomplished by
se"Untially making the closure, debris shield, and missile system into a

single unit which is pushed through ,the debris (Pig. 5.2-1). The third
approach is a refinement of the second, wherein a much smaller closure is
utilized td minimize materials and to enhance substantially the survivability
of the'basic structure. (Fg. 5.3"1)

Two conclusions have been reached in previous studies of debris pit concepts,
the first is that a closed structire must be provided to prevent the pit from
overfilling by interception of a horizontally moving mass of debris, and the
second is that a secondary closure system is required to protect the missile
fros'the debris as it falls-into the pit,

The primary problem with debris pit concepts is the size required when
high debris levels are encountered. The required volume increases very
rapidly with depth because of 'the nature of the 35 degree conical shape
of the cavity formed as the loose debris falls into the pit.

$HEI 115
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( 4.0 (Continuid)

The sheer size of a debris pit for the assured conditions, in adttl.on to

the struct;ual complexity of aujauent cavities in a highly stressed me'ium,
indicates that, this concept has a very loy confidence and high cost. The
concept is detelped however in erder to illtstrate the problems ene:,intered
and to provide a reference for future c-.luation.

The debris pit size f~r the nominal debris quattity is consideredi to be
impractical, and for the study an arbitrary upper itmit to the debris pit
size has been se by defining the debris pit as having the sam"e dieaeter and
maxylUs depth as the facility. For the essuxed missile coafiira*ion this
results in a pit which will handle approximately 23 feet of !ebris.

4.1 SURFACE F?3T3 AIM DEWlIS L'4MAC

Evaluation of veap:ns effects at .high overpressure levels has resulted fr.
the definition of effects which occur In the surface layers of any medium
present. The effects of nuclear radiation, thermal radiation, ablation,

> and debris impazt nave been discussed in Section 3.4. The requirements to
Z survive a severe debris impact condition are such that tb other surface

phenomena become secondary problems. Protection for debris impact will

- also provide protection from radiation, heeting, a3n ablation.

The assumed condition of a 15-foot diameter particle arriving at 30 feet
( 7 per second when evaluated a san effective inxim= impilse pressure will

Sresult in a lOOO psi pulse when the perti-le strikes a non-yielding
surface (see Appendix I.B.). By aliowing T'he particle t.-, penetrateb a

. slightly softer surface the pressure rulse can be red&.sd to a valuis below
the design capability of the closures. Neither data nor analysia were

o available during the study to define these requirements, and the approach
v ftaken was to provide a finite depth of gravel cover when would both a] low

some penetration and which would distribute the loal over a larger area at
the depth of the clopure. Further investigation will be required to define

the fill material propertjes and dept required.

Again thJ requirement is sensitive to the debris model atilized and a
change in the criteria can red4ce t e impact problem to seconlary sigml-
ficance, with surface spalling and radiation shielding governing the requtre-
ments of the surface layers.

The stidy configurations have been made conai-tent by proviAling approximately
15 feet of gravel cover for surface Orvte'tlon. The obvious talIntenance

problem using a ghield of this ty.4 has not been rpsolved, however seeral
n.rroaches are apparent and it is not consilered a primary problem.

The overburden approach as utilized In the present designe will have
three rositive effeets on the survivability of the facilities. The firt
is the surface protection and radiation zh!elding as noted above. The

(,
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( 4.1 (Continued)

1 second is that the overburden will allow the steel shell closures to be
designed as fully buried structures according to the Air- Force Design
!!anual TD 62-128 (Reference 7 ). The thira positive factor is the
removal of the structural elements ot the closure from the ground surfa'e,
thereby increasing the general survivability.

4.2 PE.ETRA. ION REQUIRE NS

The debris levels and particle size criteria used as design requirements
Sresult in extremely high forces being required to penetrate the debris
F- ,layer.

Recent testing within Boeing has provided usable data anid a method for
eValutng the push-out force required. This is shown in the Appendix
e-ad results in a force requirement of 40 million pounds for the large
closures shown in Fig. 5.1-1 and 5.2-1. The smaller closure shown in
Fig. 5.3-1 has a push-out force requirement of 20 million pounds. lite
equivalent peAk power requirement for the arge closure if a time of two
mnutes iS Used "for push-out is of the order of 60,000 horsepower.4 ThIs

0 "\ can be considerably reduced if the system is programmed to increase the
rise rate as the load drops off or if a longer overall time is allowed.
The reduced value will remain in the thousands of horsepower range and for
the study it is 'assumed that any motor or pump system is unsuitable for the
purpose. Accordingly, the actuation system is considered to be hydraulic
"cylinders with the required pressure being developed by directly pressur-

J.. izing the oil storage reservoir by a gas generator.

Hydraulic actuation is utilized to maintain positive control of the system
and to allow operation for maintenance by using an external power source.

the required gas generator sizes have been est.imated by assuming a final
pressure and temperature and calculating the mass of combustion products
based on an approximate molecular weight, and the volume of the system.

- The resulting 8 ton propellant requirement for the large closures presents
a design prioblem beyond the scope of the study and a volume requirement
only has been incorporated in the configuration. It is further assumed

* that a gen rator can be designed which will withstand a 40 g dynamic
reaction with rattle space and a suspension implied accordingly. The
hydraulic cylinders required for he large closure configurations are
considered to be within the state of the art even though they must operate

- at a maximum pressure of 7100 pst to provide the required maximum force.
The cylinders for the small push-out closure operate at 3600 psi.

0
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4.2 (Coatlnued)

The required fluid storage volume for the large closure concepts is approxi-
macely 33000 gallons. The fluid is stored in an integral, hard mounted,
b!"m tank at the bottom of the facility. A cubical grid baffle systemZ
fabricated of heavy plate has been shown by previous studies to be desirable
for the extreme dynamic environment expected. This type of reservoir has
been shown in the figures, although specific requirements were not evaluated.

The horizontal forces encountered during push-out due to uneven distribution
of the anticipated large debris particles are an undefined loading condition.
The resulting structural deflections are accoitodated for in the small closure

* concept by providing a positive (approximate 6 in.) clearance between the
supporting structure and the missile canister and a two-location support to
allow the structure to deflect without straining the missile canister.

The horizontal load capability required for the telescoping debris shield in
Figure 5.1-2 is undefined, however, a finite capability has been built into
the system by overlapping the shield sections and providing bearing blocks to
transmit radial loads between sections. The overlapping sections have been

Jz estimated to be able to withstand a horizontal reaction of approilmately
2 x 10 6 pounds as the closure projects just above the original ground surface.

A4.3 NIC LOAN

The ground shock environment definition is variable with attack criteria as
( .- discussed elsewhere, and a single maximum criterion has been used for the

' kdesigns devrloped. The variations due to lesser values will in general outly
reduce the matarial thicknesses of structural members. The design configu-
rations developed will be of the general type required for a finite range of

o less severe criteria.AL

The shock criteria are Presented in a form intended to cover all cases in a
simple manner. This is the shock spectrum. This is the only criterion
available to the designer and It must be noted that the data in this form
cannot be interpreted literally for any real system. The data is however, an
upper bound to the likely response of an elastic member and has been inter-
preted in this manner.

The general assumption made is that any finite system, particularly a dis-
tributed mass system, will have a lesser response to the shock than an ideal
simple oscillator which is what the spectrum represents. More realistic
deasn on a prellainary basis could be made if a damped response spectra were

"calculated and also if zekpo se ppectra were calculated for types of ambers
likely to be encountered such as uniform beams, axially loaded members, flat
plate members, and shells. It general stiff members are desirable sd for the
resulting higher uatura?.J ,feqbencies the maximum loads occur at the restraint
or loa log points and ,te equivalent to the *ax-i- "g" loading of the simple
oscillator response spactrum.
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The most critical problem arising frcm the assugid conditions are the ground
shock inertial loads on the large components *hilch must be reacted by the'
latching mechanisms and hinge pins. The high peak acceleratiuns when applied
to the closures and other lsage components result In reactions which make it
difficult to provide sufficient latch area for restraint. In addition the
reactions on the facility will be a significant factor in its sarvivability
and a more realistic anlysls must include a detailed description of the
facility response, including the closure.

In general, the dynamic loads as interpreted above are very high and for
very large pompnef'tis required in some study conceptsi latching devices
coisld Aot be -efined which will survive elastical y. The large dome '
cl6sures are the,%st notable example and the concepts are limited in thi.s
respect.

There are four areas of conservatise in this approach which indicate that
furthet development may allow the structures to survive.

.5

1) Observed aeax mu response spectra in wapons testing programs
are lower than the calculated values used for current criteria
and these high values may be modified.

2) The response of finite systems as cowpared to the theoretical
A- Simple osillator will result in lImproved survivability.

3) reliminmry calculations have assumed elastic response to the
shock. A yielding structure can withstand considerably more
severe conditiond then an elastic structure.

4) The spectra used to date are the "free-field" response spectra
wh:ich result in a maximum response at all frequenciao. In fact,
the closure and interior components are secondary structure, and
elastic systems of two stages can allow design to minimize the
response of the second stage components by controlling resonant
frequencies.

The configurations developed are not thoroughly anaiymod designs, but are
presented is logical preliminay designs which recognize the critical
design problem areas, and illustrate the proper order of magnitude of
structural and mechanical components which will be required to provide a
functional closure system neat the limits of survivability.

4.4 DESIGN IA
For the preliminary design work performed during the study typical maximum
values of the critical paraveters have be 1 used. In general the values

used represent a reasonble maximto expected for the parameter, 3owever,
the maximum particle *Ie 40 debris impact parameters are defined by the
limitations of the confguretions as shown.
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4.4 (Continued)

.rhe values used are as follows:

Nominal Peak Overpressure 2OX psi
Maxi um Bulk Debris Depth " 36 ft.
Kaxim Debrio Particle Size 15 ft.
MiximuL Ground Deplacment
(Ilorizoital & Vertical) 48 in.

me .Cu4~*rDynmic
Clearance Spae (Horizontal
& Vertical) 72 in.

Shock Spectrum Values
Displacement 48 in.
Velocity 500 in./sec
Acceleration 1000 g

Maximum Particle Vertical
Impact Velocity 300 Fps

Closure Actuating Time 5 - 10 minutes
Debris Penetration Loads (See Appendix I.A.)

0
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5.0 CLOSURE CONFI(,URLTIONS

During the study period five closure concepts have been developed to a
first level of definition. These include three debrie penetrating or
"push-out" concepts and two debris pit concepts. These are described
in the following paragraphs.

The concepts are called closure concep,'.3, however, the functional re-
quirements dictate that the closure design is an integral part of the
facility design in all configurations and the entire a.zilily is shown.
A cold launch, canister emplaced, large solid fuel missile has beea
used as a 'aseline for facility definition. The requirements for a
system usins a hot launch system have nor been considered.

The five configurations developed during the study have certain common
features as a result of the interpretation of the envirooment criteria.
The penetrating or push-out closures are basically a shell design based
on membrane stresses with stiffening and edge reinforcing as required.
The debris pit closures inclrAe a grid type structure and a modified
shell structure with an exterior shape configured to interface with the
facility structure and are concrate filled.

. 4
The debris impact criteria as developed in Section 3.4.4 result in a
uniform 15 foot depth of gravel cover being utilized as surface prutec-

tion for all concepts.
z

(- [ The study is limited to closure concepts and the layout of the facility
is developed only as it is affected by the requirements of the closure
and equipment. The configurations as shown neglect the other facility
fenctional requirements such as access, maintenance, missile emplace-

o ment, power supply systems, etc. It is assumed that the impact of these
requirements would be nearly the same for all concepts and are subordinate

*in any event to the very difficult primary functions of survivability and
debris penetration for launch.

The general considerations of structural survivability result in factors
which will favor certain configuration features. A smooth cylindrical
aross-ection is the best besic configuration. Increased depth of the
closure below gr4ai will minimize the ground shock surface effects by
providing a confining overburden. A minimum diameter facility neck will
also increase survivability.

Th, facility configurations are shown as cylindrical structures for maximum
survivability with deviations only where necessary.

Further, the basic facility structure is beyond the scope of this study and
must'remain completely undefined. The interaction of closure system com-
ponents with the facility structure is likewise undefined.
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'li Te raecax ar~,l ietalls azsoziateJ w1th the ~: ~are- de've-:Qoed on.i.; a

ftrst level of' Jeflnit;Ln and are tpiz~a3. Of the size and -ap o4' devices

1 he latc ing deviCes 11lustrated Ift r example, show various vVs whleh-
t~ese latches '~ljbe made.' Both slhear and coipressiorn loaded litches

-ve showrL and have PI=uiar load carrying capacity, it is to be noted
twt the latch lcads har- no't been fully evaluateJ ard the lat ' has -shoin
for the closures ;;y no; ..:i "stanid the maximum cznditions tWa ca~n be
p ostaldated. Ti-", Js hovever, .aonsistez.t with the ta.zertainty of the

basic stt ct~rl~pt~i of any mnemiber ir he etreme shodk environ-.

pet show on the frs anfopprtng debiegieris &h..i1 eins

1z 0a., c:r.zsive reacti,;..s into faelAty stri..ztare, aro also typical
J o. th-e design requireiexts

A s-.spesion system configuratjion I'az been assumeJ for the missile ft strj
and t:A s has been used in all L fve orcepts, :he missile suspentiOn syVt9 W
18 iassumed tobe an 9 polint ab.Ae sspe,.s.-on symmetrii:a! abott the ,
the asby.T ?ons- this suspen.i:-n has niot beer. evaluated and

0 Sectic~n 5.3) ani reL~foring rings and able g~ides are provf>Ji&t the

ieslrei suppecr* locations.

DBRI7S PETRAT LN~ USTJRU MCO" cEP

ThMs Cl7,szro concept is the deveocpmuert f' the bas12 "Ibr-ute fcrce"l pen~etra-
tion of a large quanitr!-y Qfj t r.1s r c~ z., pc c attack cr'iteria

The basA.-c requirefments fXr over,~'essvre, rattle space, debris acewudIatiori,
*and an assumed flyout _,iearance dJ~nmeter result in a Ccn:.".guratiun as shown

in Figure

'he ralial. space req,.-renents for debris shield', actuating' cyliniers, ad
2'Iyout .eararice r3sult in a diameter at ..re olsure wiilchi Is very olose to
the basic, facility Jiameter. Acccoriiz.ely, t.-e silo is c~znigured as a
c.;xstinucous diam~eter ctructure up tco the clost~re, with *tre debris shie-d
assembl1y axid kyJrauli-- actuating-iy1nders located directly blwthe iair,
closu~re assembly T)I mssile arnd ctsxiiter are located below the closure
actvator components on a s~itables s~spensior systeJ.. Atl the botton c.. the

ncillty the tjdraalic power system is Insalled.
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5.1 (Continued)

To launch the missile, the main closure latches, the thrust ring latches, and
the debris shield latches are released, and the solid propellant gas generator
is fired to pressurize the hydraulic fluid reservoir. Hydraulic pressure
raises the closure and attzched debris shield section. The hydraulic control
system will regulate the rare of rise and a level sensor system wiil control
the pressure in each cylinder to equalize the relative displacement between
cylinders and compensate for uneven loading conditions. As each stage of the
debris shield reaches its extension limit, spring loaded up-latch devices
engage to lock the sections together. When the maximum height is reached,
the hydraulic pressure is bled off and the debris shield assembly supports
the closure assembly.

The flyout closure is then unlatched and the linear actuators open the
closure 90 degrees. The environmental cover on the missile canister
remains in place to protect against the loose debris which will fall as
the flyout closure is raised. When the closure is in the full open posi-
tion the canister environmental cover is opened and the missile may be
launched.

ZC
ClOSURE ASSEMBLY

The silo closure is a two-part assembly consisting of a primary closure for
debris penetration and a smaller flyout closure. The two closure approach
is used to eliminate the problems associated with the opening of a single
massive closure for flyout. The primary closure is a truncated conical
structure of two 8 inch thick steel shells separated by webs with heavy ring
sections at the inner and outer edges to reinforce the edges and carry the
latching devices. The nominal 0. D. is 28 feet and an inner diameter of 16

o feet 8 inches provides a nominal 15 foot flyout clearance and radial clear-
ance for the flyout closure actuators.

The entire closure assembly is restrained against dynamic loads by hinged
compression latch bars which engage a latch receiver in the facility wall
structure. Twenty-four latch bars, having ang inch by 30 inch nominal cross
section are provided. Each latch bar is individually operated by a motor
driven screw Jack.

The flyout closure is configured as a 6 inch spherical shell with an edge
reinforcing ring which also carries the latching devices. The closure is
hinged for opening and is operated by two screw type actuatorp. The closure
rotates 90 degrees on opening and stands vertical in the open position.
The closure is provided with 24 latch bars of 4 in. by 10 in. cross section.
The latches are operated by individual screw jacks similar to the primary
closure latches.

The primary closure is providec with eight thrust columns which interface
with the thrust ring for push-out. An interface is provided by a resilient
jr crushable member between the thrust ring and closure assembly to allow
relative motion between the components during dynamic loading.

S125
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The thrust assembly copsists of the thrust ring and the hydraulic cylinders.
The thrust ring is a plate weldment nominally 24.5 feet; outside diamster, 15
feet inside diameter aV' 18 Lv'-2s deep. The ring ties together the eight
hydraulic cylinders, provides the interface with the closure thrust columns,
and provides support for the upper end of the cylinders during dynamic loading.
The configuration of the ring is such that the upper surface provides a work
platform for access to the closure actuators and latching devices.

Twenty-four shear type latches are provided on the thrust ring to provide
vertical-up restralnt for the thrust ring and the hydraulic cylinder sections.
Vertical-down reactions are taken by the cylinder scections bottoming in the
cylinder. Bearing blocks are provided around the outer edge of the thrust
riag to provide horizontal support during dynamic loading.

The thrust ring is actuated by eight 30 foot long hydraulic cylinders having
four sections to provide a total extension of 79 fe.t. The cylinders have a

z maximum stage diameter of 30 inches and operate at a maximum pressure of
0
J 7,100 psi to provide approximately 40 million pounds of thrust for debris

penet-a,;ion. An intermediate support ring is provided approximately 9 feet
below the top of the cylinders to min]mize the lateral end reactions and to
prcvide a support structure for installation. The cylinders are tied together

Zby a large ring structure and horizontal reactions are carried through the
debris shield assembly by compression bearing blocks on each shield.

The lower end of the cylind--s rests on heavy brackets which are to be
integrated with the facility structLre.

0

w P1n'IS SHISLD

The debris shield assembly consists of four concentric shield sections each
approximately 32 feet long fabricated of 1 1/2 inch plate. The largest
shield is 24 feet 4 inches 0. D. and the nominal spacing is 5 inch. The
inner shield is attached to the thrust ring and is carried upward with the
thrust ring for push-out. The inner shield alone raises until there is
approximately 12 feet overlap with the next shield. At this point the two
sections engage and the inner shield pulls up the next section. As the
closure raises the other shield sections engage and lock together to form
a cylindrical structure which can support the closure assembly when hydraulic
pressure is relieved. Bearing blocks are provided at the upper and lower end
of each shield section to transfer the radial compression forces which occur
from dynamic loads and from side thrust due to uneven debris distribution
during pusit-out.

The debris shield assembly is designed to withstand horizontal dynamic
loadings by supporting the relative thin wall shields on a guide rail
system which is attached to the facility wall. Radial inward loads are
taken by the guide rail system in tension and radial outward loads are

(taken by the rail system a,d the bearing blocks.
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5.1 (Continued)

Vertical dynamic loads require that each debris shield section be indivi-
dually restrained by latching devices. Eight shear type latches are
provided for each section and these are located at the lower end of the
shield between the base c. the hydraulic cylinders and the supporting
brackets.

HYIRAU.IC SUPPLY SYSTEF1

The hydraulic supply system is located at the bottom of the facility and
consists of an integral baffeled fluid reservoir which is directly
pressurized by a soli; propellant gas generator. Hydraulic actuation is
provided to insure control during push-out and a gas generator is utilized
as the only available power source which will produce the high horsepower
required for penetration and launch in a short time.

The tant ba' .l.g is nominally a two foot cubical grid of "1-,' inch
steel plate. £he iluid quantity required is approximately 33,000 gallons.

-

o The gas generator contains an estimated 16,000 pounds of propellant and
is configured as a pressure vessel integral with the fluid reservoir with
the propellant grain assembly shock mounted within the vessel.

5.2 DFBRIS PENETRATING LAUNCHER CONCEPT I

This concept develops the basic idea of atcaching the missile canister to
the silo closure and debris shield and pushing the entire launcher through
the accumulated debris from the assumed attack. The advantages of this

. concept are to eliminate a complex telesc.oping debris shield assembly and
Sto get the missile canister nearer the surface to eliminate the problem of

ejecting or flying the missile 200 feet to clear the fly-out opening.

The resulting config'awction is shown in Figure 5.2-1. The launcher consists
of three basic sections. The first is the silo closure, the second is the
inner cylinder structure with the attached missile canister, and the third
is the thrust ring and hydraulic actuator assembly.

In the launch sequence, the hold down latches of all sections are released
and the hydraulic actuator assembly raises the entire inner cylinder
assembly and closure assembly with sufficient force available to push
through the granular shield material and the accumulated attack debris.
After the assembly is latched up, the fly-out closure is opened for launch.
The canister cover remains in place during closure opening to protect the
missile from loose debris which may fall during opening.
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5.2 (Coztinned)

"I.. CLOSURE ASSEM43LY

The silo closure is L two-part assembly consisting of a main debris
penetrating closure and a smailer flyout closure. The two closure approach
is used to el/mtate the problems associated with the opening of a single
massive closure. The main closure is a trunca ed conical structure of two
# ftch thick shells separated by webs with heavy ring sections at inner and
outer edges to reinforce the edges and carry the latching devices. The
nominal 0. D. is 31 feet, and an inner diameter oi 15 feet provides the
necessary 13 foot flyouk envelope and radial clearance for the flyout
closure actuators.

The entire closure assembly is restraiied aginat dynamie locds by hinged
compression latch bars which engage a sating latch receiver in the facility
wtif structW*e,. Twity-four latch bars, having an 8- x 30-inch nominal cross
section, are pnidid. Each latch bar is individually operated by a motor
driven screw Jack.

2-J A thrust structure is pmrvided below the inner surface of the missile'
o conical shell to provide an interface wiith the inner cylinder during pushout.
-j
_i A positive clearance is to be provided by a resilient or crushable layer to

allow relative motion between the components during dynamic loading.

The flyout closure is configured as a 4 inch thick spherical shell with an
Iedge reinforcing ring which also carries the latching devices. The closure
(is htnped for oom~g and actuated by two screw type actuators. The closure

is rotated 90 j qes, on opening and stands vertical in the open position.
Twenty-four bar type latches 4 in." 'by 10 in. cross section are provided to
reatr tn the claiure during shock loading. The latch bars are actuated by

Oscrew type Jacks similar to the main closure latches.

This section consisats of a 24 foot I.D. by approximately 112 foot long

cylindr l structure which is mounted on guide rails attached to the silo
structure. The missile canister suspension is attached to the inner- wall
of the cylindrical structure. The structure consists of 1/2 in, inner and
outer sheets with stiffeners to form a shell 6 in. deep. The structure is
suppqrted radially by continuous vertical guide rails on the wall of the
facility. The rils support the structure in tension during dynamic loading
to prevent an inward collapse.

The inner cylinder assembly is independently supported vertically by latching
devices at the upper end, lower end, and the center. Thirty-two shear type
latch wabers of approximately 5 in. by 36 in. cross section are required.
Latch configuration has not been defined in the study.
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5.2 (Continued)

THRUST ASSFEKBLY

The thrust assembly consists of a thrust ring, the hydraulic cylinders
and the hydraulic power supply. The thrust ring is approxbsately a 27 feer.
O.D., 19 feet 1. D., 3 foot thick welided plite fabrication, which ties together
the top of the hydraulic cylindprs tt zud rovides the interface with the cy-
lindrical structure. Bearing blocks are provided a~n the facility vail to
carry the guide rails. There are 8 larthit devices provided to restrain
the thrugt ring and Ithe upward reactions of the hydraulic cylinder sections.
The hydraulic cylinder dowvard reactions are ctrried b~r bottoming the
cylinder sections within the cylinder. A pos:tive clearance is to be provided
by a resilient or crushable layer ta allow relative motion between the
components during dynamic loading.

The thrust ring is actuated by eight 30 foot long hydraulic cylinders having
fouir sections to provide a total extension of 75 feet. The cylinders have
a Zaximum stage diameter of 30 inches and operate at a maximum pressure of
7,100 psi to provide approximately 40 million pounds of thrust for debris

o penetration. The h1draulic power supply consists of an integral baffled
fluid reservoir ihith is directly pressurized by a solid propellant gas

Uj gen~erator. IHydraulfe actuation is provided to inasre control during push-out
and a gas generator is utilized as the only available pover soureft which
will produce the high horsepower required for penetration and launch in a
short tine period.,

Approximitely 16,000 lb. of propellant and 33,000 gallons of fluid are
a. estimated to be required.

0The tank bs.flfm eOwsists of approximately I11t. inch thick plates in
a two-foot cubc&4i grid. The~ gas generator is configured sat a pressure
vessel integral with the fluid reaervoir with the propellant grain assemblyI
shock mounted within the vessel.

5.3 D.E$RIS PMWTRMlR tAUmCK C0CT 11

This concept is designed to use thie smalisat possible surface opening and
closure diameter in order to minimize puA4-out force requirements and to
increase the survivability of the basiclitlo structure. this is accomplished
by utilizing the missile support structure as the push-cut member, with a
hudraulically powered thrust platform providing the necessary thrust.

This configuration is illustrated in Fig. 5.3-1. In order to use the
smallest diameter silo opening, -the thrust strucur a. aet i lsl
around the missile -cauister (a cold lauqirh syita is the most comatible
with this silo concopt), and this- entire assemi4y is #usPsnded within the silo
to provide the ileceseary dynamic clearanoge envelope. Th*g push-out assembly
is configtred fr 3 sections which are seprAte4 by the ruqufred clearanice
for shock sury.ivl. Th.p first section consts of the silo closure and the
debrij penetrator upper structur.:. The secohd section is- the canister and
thrust structure assem1ily.- The third section at the bottom of the silo, i~s
the thrust ring and hydraulic acL'iitor assembly.
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-5.3 (Continued)

( In the launch sequence, the thrust platform raises approximately 15 feet
to enae the lower end of the thrust structure. This combined assembly
cgttimes to raise, removing the load from the suspension springs. When
the springs bottom, out, the cables are separated from the assembly by a
releiase fitring and fall to the side of the silo. Thw assembly continues
to rise mid the thrust structure engages the upper section of the penetralor
with an overlap of approximately 10 feet. At this point, the closure is
ulatched and the assembly is pushed through the debris to a fixed height
and is latched in place. The clamshell closure is opened and the missile is
ready for launch. The environmental cover is to be carried out with the
misbile and separate by an unbalanced dynAmic pressure or a small thrust device

soon after launch.

UPPER SECTION

The upper section consists of the silo closure and 4ebris penetrator upper
Structure. The components are individually secured against dynamic loads

- but of necessity have functional interfaces in the hinges, thrust structure,
and actuator linkages.

0

-ji4 The silo closure is configured, as an ogive shaped body of revolution 6 inches
thick, with a minimum slope of 400 to insure debris fall off after penetration.
The -closure is split vertically for opening and- is actuated by a linear

z actuator which may be hydraulically or gas actuated. The closure halves are
to- to be keyed together and latched in the closed position. The circumferential

-'reinforcing ring at the base of the closure carries the closure latching
devices and is keyed into a receiving groove in the facility. The latching
devices are the compression bar type with screw Jack actuators. Sixteen

* latches having a 6-inch x 16--inch cross section are provided.

The debris penetrator upper structure consists of an outer shell and eight
~wide flange beam stiffeners with rings at the top 4knd center to maintain

shape and provide interface structure. The lower half of the cylinder is

designed to overlap the upper few feet of the mating thrust structure to
make a bayonet type point for pushout. The nominal 12 inch depth will allow
space for lid actuators, locking devices, etc.

The upper structure is provided with a separate latch system designed to
suppiort the structure under dynamic conditions. The interfaces between the
closure and this structure must have sufficient play to accommodate the
relative motion between the components.

ThRUST STEJJCMUR

The second section of the assembly is a structural container for the missile
cnnister which is suspended within the silo to provide shock isolation
for the missile, The structure is similar to the upper structure, consisting
of a shell and wide flange stiffeners ominally 12 inches deep. The shell,
however, is on the inner diameter to provide the mating half of the "bayonet"
joint and to allow suppension attachment. The inner diameter is approximately

( 6 inches greater than the missile canister outside diametet, with a two
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5.3 (Continued)

location interface, so that deflection of the structure during push-out will
not strain the missile canister.

The suspension system, as shown, is assumed to be an eight point cable
suspension symmetrical about the C.G. of the assembly as described in
Section 5.0. The spring units are secured to the structural cage, for
this concept, with ring stiffeners and cable guides at the desired support
locations.

To provide release of the suspension during push-out of the assembly, a
release fitting is defined which will actuatevwhen the pneumatic spring

is retracted to the lower limit. The cable is released and falls to the
side of the silo.

TIMRUST ASSE.!:BLY

The thrust assembly is located at the Jottom of the silo and consists of
the hydraulic actuators, a large rail guided thrust platform, and the
hydraulic power supply.

Z
0

The thrust platform is an assembly approximately 25 feet (.. by 13 feet
i.D. and 8 feet deep fabricated of welded 1 inch plate. A ledge within the
..D. interfaces with the lower end 6f the suspended thrust structure when
the platform is raised for push-out. The platform is actuated by eight

z four-section hydraulic cylinders approximately 45 feet long having a
t. maximum stroke of approximately III feet to accomplish debris penetration.

The cylinders are approximately 30 inch maximum piston diameter and operate
IL at approximately 3,600 psi to provide a total push-out thrust of
0.- 20 million pounds.
0
IL

W The platform is guided during push-out by eight guide rails which run the
full length of the silo. The guide rails are designed to be loaded in ten-
sion to minimize any jamming tendency should the cylinder thrust become
unbalanced.

The thrust platform is latched at eight locations to accommodate dynamic
loads, the latches being designed to restrain the upward movement of the

hydraulic cylinders in addition to the thrust platform. Downward reactions
of the hydraulic cylinders are taket, by bottoming. At each latch location,
a bearing block is provided to restrain the thrust platform radially and
prevent the guide rail bearings from being loaded dynamically.

The hydraulic power supply consists of an integral baffeled fluid reservoir
which is directly pressurized by a solid propellant gas generator. Hydraulic
actuation is provided to insure control during push-out and a gas generator
is utilized as the only available power souirce which will produce the high
horsepower required for peneLration and launch in a short time period.

Approximately 33,000 gallons of Fluid and 8,000 pounds of propellant are
estimated to be required.
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5.3 (Continued)

(The tank bafflin consists of approximately 1-1/4 i thick plates in a
2-foot cubicai grid. The gas generator is configu'ed as ai integrally
-mounted pressure vessel similar to the foregoing concepts.

5.4 DEBRIS PIT WITHI SLIDING CLOSURE

This debris pit concept presents the least complex closure developed during
the study. The sliding closure requires no survivable actuating system or
power supply except a small gas generator to operate the latch devices and

T the single section debris shield.

The closure system as shown in Fig. 5.4-1, consists of a primary blast closure
to withstand the peak overpressure, a secondary closure which can withstand the
impact of the loose debris as it is deflected into the debris pit and a single
section debris shield which prevents loose debris from falling onto the
exposed missile after the facility and canister are open for launch.

The closure consists of a dome section of 4 inch thick steel and enclosed
with a 2 inch thick cover, a 1-1/2 inch thick bottom and 2 inch thick sides.
It is intended to withstand the blast overpressure, but on command the latches
can be released so the closure will slide down the ways into the debris pit by

:5 gravity.--

The debris shield is a steel ring stiffened with structural 1 Sections.
It is actuated by three gas operated cylinders.
'The secondary closure keeps tLe silo closed while the debris is discharged into

UJ the debris pit. I.t is then unlatched and slides down the ways into the debris

pit by gravity.
t, 0

I" After installation of the missile, the deflector is palled into place by a

cable from an external power source and latched in place. Then the closure
is pulled into place by the same power source and latched.

In the dormant or stand by status, the closure and deflector sre closed and
-../.latched, the debris shield is retracted and the cavity above Lae closure is
filled with a granular material such .s coarse sand or small gravel.

To open the silo, the sand is removed, a cable from an external power source
is attached to the closure, and an external source of gas at sufficient pressure
is connected to the .latch cylinder control valve. Sufficient strain is then put

.on tbe cables to remove the load [rom the latch. The latcig is tLen released.
The closure is allowed to slide down the ways to the full open position and
locked. The cable is then removed. The secondary closure Is opened by the
same procedure.

To open the silo for launching the missile, the closure latch is released.
This is done by high pressure gas from a generator acring on the latch control
cylinders. The closuie then slides down the ways to the end of the debris pit.
The sand and rubble above the silo opening then flow3 down over the deflector(and into the debris pit.
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54A (contiinaed)

The debris shield it then exterded by the hot gas operated cylinders to
prevent loose rubble from roiting dawn into the silo. The secondary
cleoture is then released and slides don into th e debris pit prior to launch.

5.5 DEBRIS PIT WITH HINGED CLOSURE

This closure is a second version of the basic debris pit concept propoac4
fok the study. The concept as shown irn Figure 5.5-1 corsistsof a primary
tasgt closure which is hinged to owing inward, a secondary closure to deflect

* the ,fallift debris into the deb is pit, and a single section debris obield
to prevent additiohal loose debris from falling on the excposed missile after
rhWfaclilty is open for lauch.

The debris shield is a steel ring with an inside diameter 15 feet. The
sf4.14l isjitiffened by rinis and longitudinal mebers, It is elevated by
three cylUters operated by Za.5 f ror a hoL gas generator.

1U eclosure is sit orthogonal grid structure coveted top and bottom aA4 on
zthe edge-by steel plate. It is hinged to the aiq structure so it will
0swing down Aro oi en tb& silo. It is controlled and closed by a strut and

trolley rtoving along guides mount.ad on each side of the 'llo. The trolley
to driven by a. gas turbitte through a gear train and roller chain. The
-dbor Is %W.d cloved by latohea engaging the silo wall.

Mth secondary closure deflects the debris into the debris pit after the
? I aao~re is opened. It Is hinged at the lower end so it can be raised up

It o 1oar the silo by two cylindi-rs opaiated by a gas generator or by an
I-extenal power source, After the missi.U is installed, the secondary
0ct,~eare I.s closed and latched in place. The %.nin closure is closed by gas

supplied to the turbine from an extertnal source.
The closure is then locked in plkce by the latches which engage the siloU
wall arnd the space abxre filled fluch with the ground with a granular material
t'ucb as coaxwe satid'ocA sma~ll gravel.

Fr miaintenance the sand 10~ first reroved. This can be done by pumpingI
or by a clakshell bucket and crane. The closure is cpenied by moving the
tro~lley towarda the 4riving motor. The closure can then be opened wide enough
so thte'secoiudary closure wil. clear the silo opening.

To 'bptn the silo for launching th.2 missile, the latche~s are first released.
Th~k trolley is then moved away frtom the motor allowing the door to swing
down. It is then pushed to the, fuil open position. This allows the debris,
up. ti 15-foot diaatir boulders, to slide down the senandary closure into the
debris pit. The debris shield is then~ raised preventing any more debris from
rolling ivito the silo.

The secondary closure is thxen opened so the missile can be launched.
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6.0 COST COHPARISON

The concepts developed during the study have been evaluated for cost on
a preliminary basis. The costing basis has been limited to material quantities
and unit costs to correspond to the level of detail in the configurations.

The resulting values are presenLed only to illustrate the order of magnitIde
of the costf associated with systems designed for the enviroment near the
limits of survivability as interpreted for the study. A secondary purpose is
served by exposing the high cost components and systems, which will aid in

defining future. design concrpts and study objectives.

The cost values have been devloped on the basis of material quantities for the
major components which are required for the closure system. The evaluation is
limited to closure associated items and ,t is to be noted that the resulting
figures are for the closere systems only and not the entire facility. Also,
no attempt has been made to evaluate other requirements such as maintenance
equipment, emplacement difficulty, or other launch facility requirements
such as access and security. These factors would affect the system design
but would hve little effect on the major functional components of the closure

The three penetrating closure concepts have been evaluated by estimating

steel quantitles for four categories of fabrication difficulty, and include
costs for excavation, fluids, and the solid propellant power source.

I7
( - T.e debris pit concepts have been evaluated similarly except that the nature

of the debris -it does not allow a straightforward assignment of a cost
Ifigure. The basic debris pit szructure is as undefinable as the facility

structure and a construction cost cannot be realistically assigned.
0 Accordingly, the debris pit has been evaluated for three possible configuration

to illustrate the v-i oility of the system cost as it depends on the structure

required for survIval.

The cost figures foT the study concepts are summarized in Table 6.0-1 with
a fi'st level breakdown of material categories. It may be noted that the
debris handling functions are the source of high cost components with the
basic closures being a relatively small fraction of the total cost in most
cases.

It must be particularly noted that the penetrating closures cannot be
directly compared with the debris pit concepts because of the limitations
assumed to define the debric pit size. The debris pit concepts are limited
to a nominal blast overpressure level subsrantially below the study design
criteria, and cannot be defined for conditions equivalent to the criteria.

(7I
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(7.0 CONCLUSIONS

7.1 At least one of the closure designs developed will surrive all the weapons
effects postulated for this study. The "Debris Penetrating Launcher - Ii"
(Section 5-3) can survive elastically, and its minimal size will place the
least load requirements on the basic launcher, aiding that structure's survi-
vability. Mhe other penetrating closure concepts, while feasible, have more
limitations, and greater degrees of complexity.

7.2 The debris pit concept has a lower survivability due to the debris model
used. It has good potential for lesser debris environments and where unlined
or lightly lined cavities can survive as debris pits.

7.3 The designs reflect clearly that the basic problem for closures at the
limit of survival is no' structural survivability, !,.t debris management. The

indicated high costs are associated with this function.

7.4 The greatest structural problem &s "latching" the closure to the basic
structure in the high acceleration environment.

7.5 While several feasible designs have been evolved, and at least one can be
considered promising for further development, it is concluded that further
design should not be pursued witho;At additional work in the following areps:

7.5.1 More definitive work needs to be done in the "structure-media interaction"
field, particularly with tespect to acceleration effects. The basic problems

of the survival of a cavity or launcher structure without the effects of load-
ing from a closure, must first be solved. Tests for resolving some of these
problems are now in the planning and L-eliminary implementation stages. It is
hoped that sound ans'ers to the major questions vill be made available soon.

7.5.2 Verification of debris environment is badly needed, since this is a
controlling parameter to which all design concepts are sensitive.

7.5.3 rhe severe impact effects shown for a modest size debris particle at a
minimum velocity indicate that considerable work must be done, both in defining
the impact criteria and in establishing the design requirements to withstand
the impact.

7.c.4 Push out forces required are so large, that the proposed actuation
systems are inefficient and at state-of-the-art Limits. Actuation systems and
power sources must be developed to perform this function economically before
further closure design refinements are pursued.

(
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The effect of" a large debris particle;.rpactUng ;n as lanih facilil:y has been-

estimated on an imp'Jse basis as suggested in the referenced paper. (lef. -1)

The particle Is assu:Ted to arrive with a vertical veioc-Ity comuponent and is

a.ss,=,ed to be stopped within a short distance Jepenairng on the deformation-

of the particl~e and thle displacement of the impacted object.

lbe event is ev.aluat.ed by equating a pressure P"Ise to "he rate of change

of impulse:

p (t) dI/dt )

0 where p(t) = pressure/time functi-on and

I =impulse m All

m =part-I -e mass per unit area

t &V = change in velocity

uJ
Equation (1) iwy be rewr!1tte:.

1. =fdI Jp(t)dt ra AV)

IfP p is aswxred a~ triangular pulse as shown

I(t)dt (3) mt
(3) -p(t'

Combining equation ( and (2),

m AV - m.,&t Pr em2 A ())

Th~is is the equation used to evaluatA a equivalent peuk pressure pulse from

C) - the impact event.
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For the present problem as a first estimate, a spherical particle is

assumed to Impait on a rigid surface and Oefor intoo a fat configuration

of equal diameter as shown. .

lissumed conditions are as follows: 14

Particle dia. D 15'

Weight density -= 170 lb/ft3

Vertical velocity component V = 300 fps

the value of tIs evaluated by assuzning an average velocity of' W/ over

the total distance of deformation, Ah. 'Compression of the impacted surface

Is neglected)
z

Vhs 2Ah

To evaiuate , a cylindrical volume is .et equal Lo the s;pherical volume

and difference in centroid heights is used.

Iu

Spherical volume;
v = 4/ 3 7rR3

v = (42) (It) (7.5)3 = 1610 '.3

also W = (lo) (170) = 275,000 lb.

Cylindrical Volume;

v ' T D2 A A ,l; A 1 76 ft2

=K = 1610 = 9 ft

SH. IT 146
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0
15/2 = 7.5 ft.

h2 = 9/2 = 4.5

A h = h2  3.0 ft

At = 2Ah : .0:0 see... {2 (30 ---.

* Rewriting equation (4) using

}~ = WA

Pm = 2YW 4V

Evaluating

Pm =,:,'(..50,00) 3 00) 1P 4,55,000 lb/rt,-
(3 2-) T)1 (.o02

Pm = 1455000 = i0100 psi equivalent

VJ3 4602 14 4 0f410. 4.86,

_ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C
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__ iAPIt.0NDIX FA f, 6NS EF Ts
A2  Base Area

C. -ebi Pit cs~acity

The noninal capacity Is the vcume

of debris which can be acco, odatd
h

In a receiver of the sa,; diameter 0

and maximum depth as the inunch ia.

facility. This Ls Vl on the Figure. _ _

Thie nominal capacity must be reduced \

by the overburden above ze closure

to obta In -the net debri s capac! I y.

V1. =Nominal capacity =r 2 ( ()DeO

V2 = 1400 cubic feet
4-

V3 = Debris volume V, - V2

V3 = 408,000 cubic feet

Also

h(Ath

A plot of' h vs. volume iu sho~wn on Figu-r t--2, 'Phis £ndieat.e the pit

assuned will accomwodate 3 feet of debri.

SHEA- 148
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A. perating Pressure

The :tal force requirement is 40 x '00 .zounds maximiux, to be provided by

eight cylinders.

Load per cylinder, W= 40 x 1o6 = 5 x 1O6 Dounds.

Using a 30 inch maximum stge diameLer, the reqcared pressure will be,

P = W; A

A i

P ±510 0 =7100 psi

707-

B. Reservoir Volume

"':zdrauiic Systems have 8 cyllnmers with'I 'A4.3e,..-J.91'1 as shown.< 22 0. D.

0 Iuon.m, of one c,;Iinder 20 I.D.

V 7.. AiLI i A 31 In'
a.

24- 31 452 " 6t 5 504;

2135 in2  ... 5

F.r .3' stroke (396 in.)"

V = () ,{2i5) = 3W5O gai. 30. C. D....(232)' 28. 1. D,.
A=615

cy. inders require 30,C0 A0

Add 10% 3:000 T4 0. D.32 . D.
iPank size required 33,000 ga. L =3 A =804

511f L 1 150

"1 48 02 '434 F V t-65 -

Fli,
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0 ~ ~ ~ ' APEDXi Con-,'d)j

Propellant wiegnt is estimated by a;;swr,1ing a final mre~wie, temp erature,

ad average mclecular weljgh- of ti::- combustior, product-, and 2lt:

on Lhe basis of the- final volume.

Vocmc requlrel, - 41,1.50 ctzbtc feet

F-inal '000 nre

Fina~l Temperatare, T ocOv 76cPR

PV W.R r

R Gaz coiiscant

!Q Ft ont -31
7j) J.n ve r.;i pas constant

U1b

SHE

--- ---



APPENDIX I- M41CLOSUR MWfTCH-LOAX

A) Large Closure"Latkb (large debris penetratiig- clos =res)-

Closure-
Assu~me latch bar acts in direct .'
compression to reaet load at Facility

41i

Closire Weight ; W a570,000 lbs.

T6tul Vrtical-Reaction

Y (50000)(l000) -u5-7 k- 10 lb.

UMing 24 latch bars the nominal load per.
latch is

I FV 2-380 x 01. verticalv :~i~:23o1OLatch. Bar. Confi-* gurationi

( ) Latch Normal Load 6t 15* Inclination

F 24; 2.46 x .07 lb.

LthBar Area (e' x 30")

Compressive Stress

-'A-

A NO. M-l25I499-1

A 152,
NU3 4aS 2001 011G, 545s



AADDI I - CIURE LATCH IDAD (Cont td)

B) Sm~all Closure Latch (small debris penetrating closure)

-Assume latch bar acts in direct comipression
to react load at 1000 g.

Closure Weight W: 118,000 lb0

Total Vertical Reaction

FT (1,18,oob) (100o) V18 1-6.

'Using 16 latch bars the nominal load
per latch is

p7. x.80 16lb

Latch Nornal Load At- 20 LthBrCofgrto

F,, 7.9 x 16lb.

-~Latch Bar Area (6" x 16")

aA 6 6x16 *96in. 2

Compressive Stress

7.9 x 10
S )6 in 2 820300 Psi

U~LI A No S-2 -

U3 M2 201 ORIG. 5-"15

- - - ---- ~ -C.~~- -
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APPEt TIX IV - COST.G BASIS

The following sheets su=iarize the first level cost estimates made

for the study.

The cost estimates are based on material weight and un3t costs.

Closure system components only are considered to a level of detail

comparable to -he developed designs.

•The majority of the fabricat ion is of steel and the syste- compo-

* C nents have been categorized for four unit prices as follows:

I-.

Category I - Precision MYaehined critical items

3=Category II - Items generally machined but non-

critical fit or finish
o . .ta50/Lb.

Category III - Primarily welded fabrications with

ioire non-precision machining (closures)

$1. 00/;.

Category TV - Welded fabr cat ions of high strength I:

steel requiring little or no machining.

$0.75/Lb.

The debris pit concepts have been estirmated for three liner possibi-

lit;.es to illustrate the relative effects of the required structuire

for survival.

SHEET 154
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APPEIRIIX- TV (Con.,)

A) Debris Penetrating -Closuret

Total aegr

Weight - Or Unit CostComponent Pounds 0st Dollars

Closure 567,00 IIl 567,000

Welded Fabrications
Gas Generatori 120,0 IV
Fluid Tank Baffle., 335,000.V
Dbris Shields 70,000 !'7 V
Shield Support 57.500 IV 995,000
Reinforcing Ring 90,900 IV
Platform 80.40O iVBrackets 

152,000

I:.Machined Fabrications

Latch Actuators 20,800 1 83,200)Latches 
- Thrust Ring1

w Debris Shield Rails l62,o00 iI 252,000Debris Shield Latches 103,O00 II 154,500Hydraulic Cylinders 3C0,000 I ,44,0,0000
IA.

Excavation 3700 Cubic Yards= 70/CY 259,000

Gas Generator Propellant 16,000 $ 5/Lb. 80,000

Hydraulie Fluid - 33,000 Gallons $.50/Gal 17,900

3,965,200

SHEET 155
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APPINDIX IV (Cont'd)

B) Debris Penetratg& Launcher - I

Total Category
Weight Or Unit Cost

Pounds Cost Dollars

Closure 57, 0^0 II 570,000

Welded Fabrications

Gas Generator 120,800 !V
Fluid Tarnk Baffles 335,000 IV 701,800

>. Cylindrical Structure 4OO,00 IV

z Thrust Ring 50,000 ri
0
-J

Machined Fabrications

Latch Actu tors 20,800 I 83,200
Thrust Ring Latches 78,000 II 117,000
Cylindrical Str. Latches 68,000 II 102,000

w Guide Rails 169,000 II 253,500a.

I- %draulic Cylinders 396,000 I i, 584,OOO

0

ILI
Excavation - 4000 Cubic Yards $70/CY 280,000

Gas Generator Propellant 16,oO0 $ 5/Lb. 80,000

Hydraulic Fluid - 33,000 Gallons $.50/Gal 17,500

3,789,00

SHEET 156
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APPWIX IV (otd

C) Debris Penetreitin Lncer - IT'

Total Cateeor.*
Weight Or Unit Cost

C2Mgonernt Poinds Cost Dollars

Closure 11,10 I 116,000

Welded Fabrications
Gas Generator M040I

Fluid Tank Baffles 335,000 Iv
Upper Structure 44,700 I 3,0
Thrust Ring 126,300 IV
Thrust Cage 135,000 I
Latch Brackets 12,800 IV

(9~ Machined Fabrications

alvlic 'Rails 3.14,000 II171,000
Latches 57,800 86M
Hydraulic Cylinders 330,000 1,320.000
Closure Actuasors 6,4o0 26,400

Excavlation -4200 Cubic Yards $70/CY 2904,000

Gas Generator Propellant F,00) $ 5/Lb. 40,000

Hydraulic Fluid 33,000 -Gallons $.50/Gal. 16,500

2,60,200

SHEET 157
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APPENDIX ' (Cont'd)

D) Debris Pitwith SIMMin,..losure

Total Category
Weigh Or Unit Cost

c~soents Pounds Cost Doilars

Closure 117,500 111 1r.,500

Secondary Closure 30,000 111 30,000

wGuide Rails 71,:000 11 io6,ooo

Debris Shield 1'1,000 WV 8,200

Latch Assembly 9,00W I36,000

Excavation 480Cubic Yards $VTO/CY 336,000o

Debris Pit Liner Alternates *-1,690 pj.2

1) Rock Bolts and Wife Mesh $2.00/Ft 23,.380

2) 1 In. Str'ti1 Liner 468,000 IV 350,000

3) 4 1& trt 1 Liner l)1870,9000 IV1,400,000

- SHEET-
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EDebris Pit-vitb HigdClosurej

Total Category
Weight or tUnit ~ Cost

Comp nent poifids -coot- DJ1ars

Closure 375,000 I 375,000O

Secondary Closure 3N0, OQ II30,000

Hinge Assembly 24,000 11 3 6,00

Actuator Systemn ii,6oo I 46,400

zU

Debris Shield 11,000 IV 8,200

Latches 14,800 H67,.200
IL.

Latch Actuators 3,200 1 12,600

ExcAvation - 4.800 Cubic Yards *70/CY 336,000

Debris Pit Liner Alternates A5,9) Fr.

1). Rock Bolts and Wire Mesh .$2.00/.rt2  23,380

2), 1 In. St'r'1 Liner 468,000 IV 350,000

3)4 In. St'rl1 Liner 1,870,000 IV ,400,000

Total Cost..Liner 1) $ 934)9PAX)

Vital Cost-Linier 2) $1,261,600

Total Co.st-Lini' 3) A31,60

US 4~~143ALqV. 6.4il
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Document to be distributed to the Defense Docmuentation

Center (DDC).

Each transmittal of this docvuzmt outside the agencies of

the United States Govezzent =ist have the prior approval

of Uke Boeing Ccimqxy.
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Orguzation 2-5166

All revisions to this document shall be cpproved by the
above noted orgonizatlon prior to release.
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